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Inaugural analysis: ,
Racer victory salvages
solving leftover problems share of OVC league
See story on page 2

MSU will soon be
blooming with pink
See story on page 2

See story on page 7
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School out again in city and county

Gary train crash injures 129

—7"

TUESDAY AVIERN00%.. .1 ‘'s I ‘111

•

GARY, Ind.(AP)- Two commuter trains involved in a headorr crash that injured 129 people were -on the same track duringevening rush hour becauae sub-zero temperatures had damaged
overhead electrical lines, a spokesman for the commuter line
said.
Rescue crews had to use crowbars to free some of the people
from the wreckage Monday evening, said Gary Fire Chief Bobby
Joiner. But only 12 of the injuries were serious enough to require
hospitalization.
The trains, part of the last electric inter-urban railroad in the
United States, were on the same tracli during evening rush_ hour
because sub-zero weather had damaged overhead electrical
tides. said Rithard Bunton, a spokesman for the South Shore
Line.
The eastbound train "full of passengers" from Chicago struck
the-westbound-ti ain betwedn stops In Gary, said Bunton.
Patricia Shadwick, 30, an insurance broker riding from
Chicago to her hometown of Gary,said, "I was fortunate that my
injuries were_notserious,* There were four-people on my car
who were taken out on splinterstretthers.
"Everyone on the train pitched in, in fact, I went around to help
people before I thought, I better sit down."
"One car derailed, and the leading cars of each train were
severely damaged,'-' Bunton said.
-"TheSe are electrically propelled trains with an overhead
system." he said. "The extreme cold gets intowire or any rEet41
Contacts. I assume that happened with the weather we had
Saturday.''
Temperatures fell to as low as 27 degrees below zero in Chicago
early Sunday.

Elsewhere...

Officials concerned over school days
• With school- out for a second
get back in tomorrow." Officials
day in both the Calloway and
remain concerned, however
Murray systems,- county ofabout- slick roads, uncleared
ficials were skeptical and city
sidewalks and biting
officials hopeful about
temperatures. A deteTmination
Wednesday.
will probably be made this afterCalloWay Superintendent Jack
noon, Jackson said.
Rose said Tuesday morning his
Because of a -char+ in state
"best guess at this point would
regulations this year, Calloway
be that we won't make it tomoris having to make up all of its
row. The only thing that might
snow' days. 'Today was the
help us would be a significant
system's sixth snow day of the
rise in temperature." That was
school year,
an unanticipated development, 7----In - years-; -schools however.
were allowed to "bp...nk" extendIn Murray, -Director of Pupil
ed time during school days
Personnel Willie Jackson said _.
against make-np days. TheState
he "would like to think we could
Board of Education now man-

dates 175 separate days of inMurray has already
struction, Rose explained.
rescheduled Feb. 18, originally
Rose said that at this point the
an in-service day. as -a school
school year has been extended
day to Make up for the Snow day
until May 31 to make up for the
en Jan. 4, said Jackson. Now
missed days. If students stay
that two more snow days have
home tomorrow. April 5, the day
been'added, a decision will be
before spring vacation weekend,
Made shortly as o when to make
will be changed from a teacher
them
up. -he said. Today v6 as
in-service 'day to .a
regular
"resthedtiled as an iii-SciT'ice
school day, he said.
If students'miss school Thurs- -day. The scheduling of the-make•up
day, the Make-up day will be
March 1-4-, currently-scheduled ----days • will- -depend orr whether
school is out another day this
as the first day of "Mini-break."'
week, Jackson added. .At this
An additional snow day would
mean a day of school on_ March . point, May 24 isthe,year's-last-- instructional day.
15 as well.

Livingston
farmer says
bitter cold
takes its toll

fly The Arocisted Press

ASHINGTON - Launching his final four years as president
with an appeal for..new holdness;'!.Ronald Reaganhas3von promises from some members of Congress to help--stop the arms
race and reduce the huge federal -deficits.
WASHINGTON-- Perhaps the second time- around always is
better; as President Reagan said. But the optimist-1r of renewal is
shaded by the limits and the lessons of four years in the White
House.
MINNEAPOLIS - As FBI agents compared dental records
with charred remains from Galaxy Airlines Flight 203, families
in Minnesota waited by telephones for ward-on-the fate of hived
ones who had gone on the gambling junket to Reno. Only three of
-the 67 people on board survived the crash, while otters -lived
because they changed their minds about taking the flight.
BRUSSELS, Belgium - When OPEC caved in to oil market
pressures and cut prices nearly two years ago,Saudi Arabian Oil
Minister Ahmed Zaki Yemeni prediqed the cartel soon would be
"back in the driver's seat" as undisputed master of the oil price
game.Now it appears that some of the cartel's leaders are reigned to once more swallowing their pride and cutting official prices.
CHICAGO - A 68-year-old plumber who admitting shooting a
gun-wielding youth during a robbery attempt said he "didn't
have a choice," and police said they considered him "a victim"
and did not plan to arrest him.
WASHINGT&N - The U.S. Pottal Service said Monday it plans
to issue stamps and embossed envelopes bearing the letter "D"
to represent the-new 22-eent rate for first class mail. The "D"
stamps go on sale Feb. 1; the new higher rate takes effect Feb.
17. Postmaster General Paul N. Carlin said the postal service is
printing 22-cent stamps as fast as possible, but "we estimate that
stamp in.,...uneies.--in-post--offlees- -on Feb. 17 would fall short-of
public demand." ,
WASHINGTON - A second recall is in progress for some 1,600
Sears Craftsman scroller saws that receivedreplacement circuit
boards in an earlier recall but could still pose an electrical shock
hazard. Involved are Model No. 315.26750 Craftsman Commercial-Auto Scrbller Saws and Model No. 315.26710 Craftsman MultiSpeed ScrollerSaws. They were
by either Singer Company
of Stamford. Conn..,or Ranco-Electric, Irving, Texas.
Today In History
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 2'2, the 22nd day of 1985. There are 343
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Jan. 22, 1973, in a ruling that
continues to generate controversy, the U.S. Supreme Court
legalized abortions for women during the first three months of
pregnancy.
Today's birthdays: Actress Piper Laurie is 53. Author Joseph
Wambaugh is 48. Actor John Hurt is 45. Boxer George Foreman is
37. Hockey star Mike Bossy is 28. Actress Linda Blair is 26. * •
Thought for today: "All farewells should be sudden,"_- Lord
Byron (1788-1824).
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\"SUNNY
Today: Malty sunny and
not as cold. High in the upper
20s. West wind 10 to 15 mph.
• Tonight: Partly cloudy and''
cold. Low in the upper teens.
West wind around 10 mph.
Wednesday: Partly sunny.
High in the mid 30s. West
wind 10 to 15 mph.
.•
LAKE LEVELSL
Kentucky 'Lake .
,,354.3.
-Iiiaritley -bate

1,01.1ISVIt.1 F1, Ky. (A.Pi The recent bitter cold has taken
its toll- on farm animals in the
state just as it has on Repple, according to the Kentucky Farm
Bureau.
Frozen water lines, stalled •
machinery and extta animal
feed requirements have caused
_troubles in caring for livestock,
But Livington County farmer
Charles Babb says weather
takes its worst toll in the birth of
animals.
• .
"Any calves that are being
born .., as soon as they hit the
air, they're dead," Babb said.
"And pigs, there's no way to
save pigs. It's bad down here -4 in
western Kentucky)."
Babb says he already has lost
five litters of pigs and predicts
he and others will lose more if
they arefarrosved in below-zero
conditions.
•
Another cold-weather problem foeiwine is the spread of
14.0.10pi
the disease T.G.E., transmitted
I
often by blackbirds that gather
to scavenge a meal wherever
sr
.
•^
-livestock are fed.
Dairy farmers have suffered
DARK FIRED TOBACCO SALES WEDNESDAY - Calloway County Extension Agent- Ted Howard
problems with milk-hauling
(right) and Will Ed(lark, manager of the Western Kentucky Dark Fired Tobacco Sales Asso('iation, intrucks failing to start. The Kenspect sena. Of the dark fired tobacco which is scheduled to go. on sale Wednesda morning, at three
tucky Farm Bureau says in a
tobacco barns in Murray. •
few cases, dairymen have had to
strat irtrotrk Irs
In Mr.den
dump excess milk,

-

• -

Grand Rivers: longest UAW strike over
GRAND RIVERS,Ky.(AP)David Fox. who led tithe other
coal dock workers on the longest
strike in United Mine Workers
history, says he no longer wants
his old job back.
Monday Marked the fifth -anniversary of the day the men
walked off their jobs at the
.13adgett coal dock, but this year
the men marked the strike's
end.
• Their walkout officially-ended
last November, after a National
Labor Relations Board hearing
officer ruled their UMW con-

tract vote was not binding on the -there and tried."
dock's new owner. Kentucky
Myers said the union* was out
Lake Dock Co, _
to prove a point.
"There wasn't anything more
"When we go in. we go in to
we could do." said UMW stay." he said. 'We'11 do
organizer Roger Myers.
everything we can to get those
people k contract.**
Fox. 63. said he was surprised
Fox said he is better off now.
that -the union was tenacious
working as a Livingston County
enough to pursue the case more
than four years. paying the 10 sheriff's deputy, than he was at
men strike benefits and in- - his coal dock job. and'that his
surance premiums alithe while. former co-workers have, also
fou'llti good jobs.
.
•'I worked there for 30 years
"They stayed with us a lot
longer than I thought they and didn't realize there were
would." he said.- -They hung in - better jobs -I could have gotten,"

he said. "I doubt I'd hare goatback if we'd gotten a contract."
-• The men walked out during
their first contract talks after
Badgett refused to raise salaries
to union scale. •
The company has changed
hands three times since:btit the
union contended its contract was
still binding.

_

The strikers manned a wooden
picket house at the dock every
weekday for the first three years
of the walkout, until a federal
judge ordered thern'to stop;

Ledbetter resident grateful to pet

Great Dane pulls owner from fire
gasses o% ercome them."
LEDBETrER, Ky. I.A.13) - A' her. L wouldn't be here right
Firefighters were called at Ii OA
_ After waking up. Potter ran. p.m. Saturday and found the adteacher at P.aduzah CausiwIr_dsyCollege credits his 125-pound
out into the freezing weather to a
dition ablaze. The fire apparent The dog kept Potter's face low
dog with saving his life after a
a neighbor's home and called - _ ly started-from the stove's flue. •
to the S
floor. another
feat -that u
firefighters.. r
fire broke; out in his mobile
.
a
t
m said.
helped save the man's life Satur"I as in a T-shirt and tennis
home.
ascording
Ledbetnight.
day
to
shoes and ran across to the
The dog. a Great Dane named
The frame addition was gutted .
ter Fire'Department Capt. Craig
neighbor's house in a bliazard. I
Nicole., dragged a sleeping Bill
arid,the trailer sustained heavy
don't evet_'-'1PsWite-m-ber -feeling
Potter by his shirt.from a bed-s
smoke and -water amage.• he
"°
- (ur.th
"It's an amazing story and -be
cold-"
after the fire began.
said. Firefighters had problems
Potter ,salvaged a television - fighting ;he fire because hoses
was %-ery lucky:: Sturm said . "All at once, I was thrown on. me clothes and his dog.
in a
"Most peUple never wake
to the floor and the jolt woke me
and breathing equipment froze
situation like that And even it - The mobile home had a frame
up," Potter, 34. said Monday,
About 14 men worked 'three
"-My-puppy haditer-faee-rtght-in -They do. they usually- "starlit - .---addition- in which- k--woed Mode- -hours - getting --the'
- fire under
was located. Sturm . said:
straight :up and 'the hot air
mine barking. If .it _wasn't for
conti•ol.
•
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Act II: Solving leftover problems
4

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special correspondent
WASHINGTON
AP
—
Perhaps the second time around
always is better, as President
Reagan said. But the optimism
of renewal is shaded by the
limits and the lessons of four
years in the White House.
The promises of"ali administration's first Inauguration Day often are greater for
the fact that a new team is in
power, new people with different
ways of tackling old and intractable problems.
At the start of a second term;

Inaugural-timaysis .
the challenge is to complete, to
renew, to rededicate, to continue. It is the second act, usually'Played with much the same
cast.
That applies to the second
Reagan administration, even
though the president's White
House chief of staff is swapping
jobs with his secretary of the
treasury, and two of his top firstterm • aides are quitting the
government Former aides

never are far away when the
president needs advice.
Reagan's second inaugural
address sounded the -themes of
his first, predictably: "Four
years ago, I spoke to you of a
new beginning and we have accomplished that," he told the
leaders of government in the
Capitol Rotunda, where they
took haven against the cold that
forced Cancellation of the traditional outdoor inbuguration.
'We believed then and now:
there are no limits to growth and
human 'Progress when men and
women are free to follow their

Two Murray High School students
are honored for accomplishments
A -Murray High 'School junior
has been selected as, a
semifinalist in an international
program and an MHS
sophomore student has been
named as h state scholarship
winner. .The announcements of
the twostudents- accomplishments were made
earlier this week.
Luke Harrington. a junior, has
been named one of 12 statewide
Semifinalists in the Japan-U.S.
Senate Scholarship Program.
He traveled to the University of
Kentucky last weekend for interviews with the selection committee, which will name the two
students to represent Kentucky
in the international cultural exchange program.
In addition, Bill Maddox has
.been selected to represent MHS
at, the Hugh O'Brian Youth
Foundation Leadership Seminar •
to be held in the spring. Harrington. the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Tracy Harrington of Murray. is the first MI-IS student to
advance to the semifinal .stage
of the cultural exchange program. Two students will be
chosen from each state to travel
to Japan this summer and livewith a Japanese family for two.
months.
.... • .
The program, which was funded by the government of.Japan
in 1981. provides scholarships
for each of the 100 students from
the U.S. to participate in the program. Included in the activities
for the students,is a five-day Intercultural orientation in
Washington D.C. ( including
language instrUction, reCeptions

?1,•r,'W
r

and meetings with top government officials in both countries),
travel to and from Japan and
special activities during the
summer in Japan.
The program is administered
by Youth for Uncieritanding, a
student exchange organization
in the U.S.
Harrington is an honor student
at MHS and a member of the
Latin Club, academic team,
French club, speech club, math
team, biology team, HI-Y club
and Medical Explorer Post: He has also been actively involved in the community theater
and has earned a varsity letter
in soccer.
Maddox. in being selected as
the Hugh O'Brian Scholarship
winner, will attend a state
leadership seminar this vnring.

Luke Harrington

Maddox is also an honor student, is active in speech and
debate, is a member of the math
team and is the captain of the
academic team. He is also president of the Latin club, treasurer
of HI-Y and a letterman on the
MHS soccer team.
He will join other sophomore
students from across the state at
the seminar where he will be
trained in the principles of
democracy, leadership, good
government, and the American
politigal and free enterprise
system.
At the conclusion of the
seminar, a boy and a girl
sophomore student will be
selected to represent the state at
a • weeklong International
Leadership Seminar to be held
this year in Los Angeles, Calif.

Bill Maddox

A good idea
for its time.
But isn't it
time you have
rBuchne?
SCB

Touch-Tone service can
put you in touch with a whole
new world of possibilities.
Telephone banking, electronic shopping, and information services directly through
your phone without adapters.
All you need is at least one
true tone-dialing Touch-Tone
phone.*
Get fast, convenient SCB
Touch-Tone service for
your home for only
$1.50 a month.
And save the
Touch-Tone
connection
charge by ordering before February 28th. For
details, call on us
toll free at
1 800 233-1776,
ext. 3.

FREE TouchTcne Connection!Order by February 28- and save S17.50.
South Central Bell
A IIIIIILLSOun-o Company
• MAC) make S:e igne146airiips.6,419:'Marti Orloff rsew.cseses do). rn littirn
Oal rthC .3eit
.isi
* thous
he Seis
polarity guards won't work with special wrvices such as telephone banking.
Rates subject so change. Business rate is $3.00 per month. Businesses save $23.50 connection charge by
ordering before February 28(call I 800633-6272). Services mentioned available in most areas. Limited
capacity in some areas. Comers who have never had Touch-Tone service also save a$5.00 one-dine
premium charge. This charge aiies not apply so customers who have had Touch-Tone service before.
rrs4 sows Cr4111 a.n

dreams. And we were right to
believe. Tax rates have been
reduced, inflation cut
dramatically, and more people
are employed today than ever in
our history."
He urged that the American
economy be "freed from government's grip." It was a passage
that recalled a theme of his first
Inauguration: "Government is
not the solution; it is the
problem."
That case becomes more dif'ficult to argue after tpur years
at the helm of American government. After all, the people at the
top of government are Reagan's
own people.
But Reagan isn't budging in
his' determination to curb "the
spiraling demands of a bloated
federal establishment," no matter who runs it.
He said Reaganomics has
been vindicated by more than
two years of economic growth
and there'll be no changing
course now. "We have begun to
increase rewards for work, savings and investment, reduce the
increase in the cost and size of
government and its interference
in people's lives," the president
said.
Reagan built in his one new
economic proposal, an overhaul
of the federal tax code to
simplify the system, by saying
he wants to "make it more fair
and bring tax rates down for all
who work and earn."
It's not a brand new idea. Jimmy Carter made total tax
reform a major theme of the
campaign that carried him to
the White House in 1976. He
never got anywhere on it during
his one term as president.
Nor were brand-new ideas offered on the federal,deficit that
has swollen to record levels
under Reagan, the conservative
who came to office. denouncing
Carter defitits and promising to
balance the budget within a
term.
. His answer to deficits is to cut
spending, with no new taxes.
That points to trouble in Congress, where even Reagan's
fellow Republicans want bigger
dents in the deficit than the administration'has proposed.
Many of them also want
defense spending cuts Reagan
will resist. "There is only one
way safely and legitimately to
reduce the cost of national
security and that is to reduce the
need for it," the president said.
Reagan restated his call for a
program "aimed at reaching a
balanced budget," beginning
with a 1985 spending freeze. He
said the budget he sends Congress next month'will seek a
freeze on "government program
spending," wording that leaves
room for a Pentagon exemption.
That recalled the first inauguration, too. That day,
Reagan clamped a freeze on
civilian hiring by the federal
government. It worked. The
federal payroll is smaller now
than it was then.
In Monday's inaugural address, Reagan also renewed his
call for a constitutional amendment seeking balanced budgets.
He pushed that during his first
term, but never past'Congress.
"Let us make it unconstitutional
for the federal government to
spend more than it takes in," he
said. The amendment Reagan
endorsed does not go that far. It
would make it more difficult for
Congress to approve deficit
spending.
In an inaugural address,
rhetoric sometimes prevails
over specifics. Those will come
soon enough, in the State of the
Union message on Feb. 6, when
Reagan tells Congress on his
74th birthday what he wants
done in the year ahead.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Walter R.
Mears, the executive editor of
The Associated Press, is a
,pulitzer Prize-winning political
reporter.
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Start °bolo by David Tuck

Harold Jones of the Wit giounds crew prunes one of the many
flowering crab trees that have been planted around campus.
__

Murray State will
soon be blooming
with pink buds
that the trees were purchased
One spring soon, Murray State
University will be in the pink. 40, "bare rooted" arid can be successfully planted only during
Workers 'are setting 500
deep dormancy.
"hopa" flowering crab trees
across many areas of the camHe explained that the survival
pus. Within two or three years,
rate for bare-rooted trees is
the trees should begin to prolower than for trees that are
planted with roots in a soil ball.
duce pink flowers in late April or
However, he said the cost for
early May, said Wayne Harper,
bare trees is nominal, about $3
associate director of grounds
each for the ones being used.
and maintenance and a landscape architect.
Now was also thought to be a
In addition to spring color, the
good time to assign workers to
trees ,will provide the campus
the planting, added Harper,
because other ground work is at
landscape with a theme, said
a minimum.
Harper: "As the campus has
developed over the years, a
Other planned projects include completion of landscaping
number of architectural, styles
have been followed. The crab
of he central pedestrian mall
trees will be a common
and of the Curris Center, Harper
element."
said.
The trees are expected to
A 1970 Murray State graduate
from Cadiz; Harper joined the
mature -tcr- a height - of-15 -feet
university staff in September,
within five years of normal
1984.
growing seasons. Harper added

Murray Elementary also
given Flag of Excellence
Murray Elementary School
has been added to the list of 1984
recipients of Flags of Excellence presented by the Kentucky Educational Foundation
Inc., bringing the total number
of schools honored by the foundation to 45.
The specially designed flags
were presented at a ceremony
and reception in the Capitol
rotunda on Nov. 10. The winning
schools, which included Murray
High School, were chosen on a
basis of achievement test
scores, high attendance and low
dropout rates.
Superintendent of Public Jnstruction Alice McDonald said a
review of attendance data showed that Murray Elementary
School met the standards set for
the awarding of the Flags of
Excellence.
"The achievements symbolized by the Flag of Excellence

reflect a commitment to excellence on the part of the administration, the faculty and the
student body," said McDonald.
"I congratulate Murray
Elementary School and the cornmunityonits
accomplishments."
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In addition to the state honor,
Murray Elementary School also
received continuing accreditation through the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools, through its Commission
on Elementary Schools. The accreditation was taken during the
association's 89th annual
meeting held in Atlanta, Ga.
Dec. 9-12.
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Through accreditation, school
staff and faculty members will
be included in a program which
Includes certain minimum standards required for accredited
schools.
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Three now in sheriff's race
A three-way race has been
eslablished for the office of
Calloway County Sheriff, as
former deputy J.D. Williams officially filed for the position this
week. He joins incumbent David
Salentine and challenger
Johnny Rickman, who have also
thrown their hats into the ring
for the May 28 primary.
Williams, of 820 North 20th St.,
Murray, has been a member of
the sheriff's department for the
past three years, but as of this
, week is no Ion er a member of
Pertinent.
• *
the de.
Rumors surrounding his leaving the department were
squelched by Sheriff BalentLne,
who said, "I felt it best that he
leave, since it would be difficult
for two people to run an effective
campaign and also work in the

same office."
"There Were not any hard
feelings," added Salentine."We
parted friends."
Williams said that he was asked to leave the department, but
added there were no hard feelings and that he too felt he and
Salentine had parted friends.
- In other races for county and
city posts, incumbent Max
Parker will face Murray attorney Donald Jones In the race
for county attorney. Mac Fitts
Will face Teresa Rushing in the
race for county clerk,since Marvin,. Harris" announced his
retirement.
Jailer; Huel "Wimpy" Jones,
incumbent,. will be 'challenged
for his office by Rex Camp. Incumbent Tomthy Walker is the
only candidate to file for county
coroner, according to the county

clerk's office Tuesday.
..In district one of the Fiscal
Court, the only candidate to file
is Clyde Bell Hale and in district
two, the only candidate to file is
Ted Hale. A three-way race has
formed in district three, as incumbent Ralph Bogard will be
challenged by Randall Patterson. and Bob Kemp. In district
four, incumbent Dan Miller will
be challenged by Eddie
Workman.
Only two candidates have filed
for seats or the City Council as
at:Oaf:OW: Mike Outland and
Robert Downs. The entire City •
Council and Mayor Holmes Ellis
- are up for re-election this year,
acCprding to the county clerk's •
offlat,

•

Filing deadline for locitioTif?ices is Feb. 27.
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Numberless heroes
work amid the chill
ditor's note: This editorial was written by a
staff Member and published in the Murray .1
Ledger & Times on Jan. 19, 1978. Since these
same conditions are occurring at this time, it
was taken from our files for publication.
---In this cold snowy seasim, we should give
honor and credit to the unknown heroes of our
city, county and area. _
They include newspaper carriers, mailpersons, policemeq, firemen, dcictors, nurses,
_ . ministers,- dairy'Producers, milkmen,-milk haulers truck-drivers;street and road
employees, and many, many others.
As you read this newspaper be thankful for
the carrier who delivered it or for the mailman
• who brought it to your box. Little good it would
do for-the newspaper to be printed if it is not
delivered._ the final step in the newspaper production to you the subscriber.
. .
As you read a letter, magazine or newspaper,
think of the many persons who had a part in
getting it to you. The rural and city mail carriers walk or ride in snow, ice and all types of
foul weather to endeavor to get the mail
delivered. Again the behind the scenes part of
the mail and delivery production is unknown to
the average person in the home.
Your policemen, firemen, ambulance drivers,
doctors, nurses and ministers have been on call
night and day endeavoring to protect your property, get help fOr the Slek'arid needy, Caring
for those in the hospitals, delivering babies (the
..babies could careless for the snow), and the;
__ •
y other-duties of- their-profeSsion.
That glass of milk you had this morning, just
think about it. When you drank it or had it with
your cereal, did you remember to say a prayer
of thanks for that dairy farmer who got up at
about four a.m. to begin the morning milking of
his herd; or the milk truck driver who drove
over ice and snow to get the milk to the milk
plant to be bottled for you to enjoy. Many of
"
these milk haulers.are running over 12 hours
late as they.endeavor to get to"all_the-dairy- barns for the milk.
_
As you drove on a street or highway, did you'
•
just fuss and holler, or did you think of the
streetand highway crews who-have been running graders, spreading salt and cinders in an
effort to - make the roads passable.
We could continue to list many more
unknown heroes of this January of 1978, but
space will not permit our continuing.
But as yoii sit in your Warm home or office
today, say a prayer for these /Trany unknown
heroe8 as they try to do their jobs and serve
...the public; and also for the many wives,
children, parents and friends who wait for their
return home.
,
Let us remember the words of George Bernard Shaw:- The worst sin toward our fellow
creatures is not'to hate them, but to be indif-'
ferent to them: that's the essence of
inhumanity "

by m.c. garrott

An old World War II buddy ?urns up
involved with the Space Shuttle program
•
0

Every now and then, my mail
means, "The Lord watch between
emerged. I still can hear Leo Friedto the hilt. He would "feel" his way
man,or should I say "mailperson."
man's yell of protest, when, shortly
thee and me while we are absent one
everywhere he went. I can see him
• from the other:"
brings a pleasant surprise.
after he joined us at Fort Sam
now, feeling his way alongside the
Such was the ease the other day. •
When we were overseas;thoge
Houston at San - Anton-W. The fit'St
rhei-s hall la tfie_doipe. He ipPaieni.:.
I received a post-Christmas letter..
sergeant tad him to shave off his *ly had a good sense of smell. 'He
us who had to censor the mail never
from the fellow who served as our
bothered to read Yost's letters. He
mustache.
never had any trouble finding the
company clerk during World War II,
He got over it, though, and made .food.
never made any attempt to be
Ray Yost, Jr. He is now at Cocoa
us a great parts man. If the needed
clever and try to tet his wife or
One day when I came across him-- • ,
Beach, Fla., and involved with
.part was on the Continent, he could
parents where he was Or what we
fumbling his way around. I simply
NASA's Space Shuttle program.
.find it.
were doing.
told him that we were going to take
Ray also is a big Miami Dolphins
•••
Leo'still lives in Birmingham,
him overseas with us- if we had to
fan, has season tickets to their home
41a., and operates his own auto
In his recent_ letter; he also sent
lead him a.board ship_
games and was in San'Francisco
parts salvage yard there. I've stop•••
me a complete roster of the comSunday to see them in the Super
ped to•see him a couple times.
pany. It was a copy of the one he had
A few weeks iater, we were boarBowl.
•••
given to everyone the day the comding-a ship in New York waYin the
Ray has been involved with the
There was another name which
pany broke up, or was deactivated.
middle of the night. The first
Shuttle program since its inception.
produced a chuckle. No need to use
Listed are all the fellows' names and
.sergeant and 1 -were at the foot of the'
Periodically, he'll send me beautiful
the name, but when we were alerted
addresses as they were at the time.
gangplank checking our people
color pictures of the big, rocketfor overseas shipment, he tried
Of the 114 listed, we only know toaboard. He would call their last.
powered vehicles as they blast off
day's Whereabouts of a handful. The - every trick in the book to get ouf of
names and they answeredwith their
from Cape Kennedy.
going.
first sergeant lives in San Antonio,
first name.and middle initial._
Another, Discovery, is scheduled
Many ok our fellows were exhaving recently retired after many
When this fellow came up. heard .;
to go tomorrow in the program's
perienced auto mechanics - ours
years as a salesman with a meat
his name called and had answered.
first military mission.-being an automotive maintenance
packing company. He, Yost and I
he said otft of the corner of hi?rnouth
I didn't realize those things are so
pnit - and many were in their mid
are going to try to locate more of the
as he passed, -Well, you did it;
big. Yost gave me some of the
or late 30s when drafted._ And, this
fellows, hopeful for a reunion
didn 7t you, Captain! 1 just nodded..
sb_tistiil Tee-whole thing _launch
_somewhere.
rticagar--fellow-had--a-wife---andWherrwe-awciire-ttartieThMing,
rdate-th-andalris soma:Ow:like-154'
several children back in Alabama.
For kicks.I sat down and analyzwe were at sea, part of a huge confeet long. The space ship,the one we
Most of the time he had been with
ed the roster. After all these years,
voy. As far as you could see in'any
see on TV, is-122 feet long and has
us, though, it was no big secret that
I learned that 28 states as well as
direction were ships. ships and,more
a wingspan of 78 'feet. Its payload
he had been living with some
Canada were represented in our
ships. Up near the bow of our ship
bay is 60 feet long and 15 feet in
woman there in San Antonio. Many
ranks. Too,50 percent Of them were
and at the rail, we noticed our
diameter. Each of Ithe space
Is the morning he would come racfrom Southern states, including 22
"blind" buddy,
vehicles has been designed for at
ing across the company area, tuckfrom Georgia and 20 from Alabama.
"What's he doing up there?" I
least 100 trips into space.
ing in his shirt just in time to make
Surprisingly, the next largest
asked
the first sergeant -Au% he's
•••
the
6 a.en. reveille formation..
group - one of 13
Came from
been up-there-since cl
Qt.',
'
aaheYost, who originally cap
When_eurshipmetit orders came.
Brooklyn, N. Y. The rest *ere fro-Mlaughed.
"He
says
her"..
tehmtfor
17,rAI& all, over. There were two from
was a fiti'd
--Lebtren,
though, he suddenly went "blind."
submarines."
_capable and conscientious as Wrvell as
Said he couldn't see a thing.
Oregon, two from California, two
_ an inspirational Christian.
Started feeling-his way around. We
from Connecticut, five from
We never had any more troubl*.
He hadn't been married long when
put him,00 sick call and sent tont to
Massachusetts and two from
with this particular fellow Hemacte
he had to leave for service, and
the hospital for an examination.
Florida, as well as midwestern
us a good man,stayed with us all the
every time he wrote.his wife, he
Word came back that there wasn't -••thWe-We'relii-Eurcirre"and came
states such as Iowa, Wisconsin, Ilwould put the word "Mizpah" on.the
a thing wrong with his eyes. So, we
linois and Michigan.
home with us.
back of the letter.*
just left him to'shift for himself.
After 40 years, I found I couldn't
The old roster is full of rich
This is a Hebrew word found in the
Despite catcalls and jeers frorn
put a face with some of the names,
memories like these, and it is fun to
Bible, hi Genesis 31:49, which
the rest of the fellows, he played it
but as I read the list; memories
recall them. -

leiter to the editor

•194$ Cooley News Service

Sclerosis patient
reaches out
To the Editor.
As a scleroderma patient who
has buffered alone for too many
years with a disease that few people have ever eyen_heargor, I arm_
attempting to locate others who
r-----1011fer frOttilltlafederITPrrayiteifile:7----7
sclerosis 1.
•
My New Year's resolution is to
correspond with as many
scleroderma patients as possible
Doctors tell me there are 300000 of
us. Perhaps your readers can
assist me in locating others like
myself. I can be reached at 21Brennan Street. #21.'Watsonville.
CA. 95076.
- Thank you.
Diane Williams
21 Brennan St.
Watsonville. CA.

looking back
Ten years ago
'rhe -Mtirray State-University Libra& la-the*
recipient of a copy of first edition of one of ?irst
daily newspapers every published in Murray. the
Murray Daily Times, dated July 23, 1897. It was
presented by the family of the late Dr. and Mrs.
Hugh McElrath.
Cpl. Patrick L. Jacks, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Jacks, is a Marine Security Guard with the
U.S. Embassy in Stockholm, Sweden.
Miss Sabrina Tucker. daughter Of MT. and
Mrs. Douglas Tucker. Rt. 1, Kirksey, and Ray
Karraker, son of Mr.andltirs. Howard Karraker
of Reidland, were married Jan. 1 at the Seventh
. and Poplar Church of Christ._
;
twenty years ago
Chief Boatswaiff'S- Mate Gorman D. Brown,
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Brown, Rt. 1.
Hazel, is serving aboard the Destroyer USS
' Hamner, operating out of San Diego, Calif.
A history of the Murray Kiwanis Club,organized here June 22, 1961, is published today.Club officers are Paul Sturm, William Doss, Charles
Coleman and Maurice P. Christopher.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and WS. Glen Henson.
Thirty years ago
The proposed teenage club for Murray and
Calloway County will meet in the American
Legion Hall and plans Who'd its first program by
March 1. As proposed the dill) would offer a program of supervised recreation for youth • one
night a week.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Bailey, a girl
to'Mr. and Mrs. William T,-.Johnson and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Powell.
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The Nest Egg
by s.c. van curon

agree or not

Press asked to
• pitch in for education
FRANKFORT - Gov. Martha
Layne Collins asked the support of
Kentucky newspapers Friday to
kick off her campaign this week to
improve Kentucky's schooLs.
School Community Partnership Committees are being asked to
begin their work at the local level
that will involve parents anckithers
Interested in improving education.
At least three other groups areinVolved toward the same goal. The
Prichard Committee created Town
Forum „groups in 140 school
districts. A comMission created by
the legislature with members appointed by the governor is scheduled,to report late this summer on ttte
Career Ladder payment program
for teachers ( merit pay. Supt. Of
Public Instruction Alice McDonald
Is chairing this program and two of her staff members are on the committee along with others named by
the governor.'
Then. Mrs. McDonald has an
ongoing cemmittee she created for
Tier successful politipal campaign,.
Mrs. McDonald's committee recommended raising the base pay of
teactient and trierealing the spread
In salaries for longevity in the pro-

fession. This committee is under the
name of New Directions in
Education.
Then, there is the Council on
Higher Education that will be-keeping its eye on improving the university system.
The aim seetns to be to fashion a
-consensus plan from airof these efforts to present to the 1986 General
Assembly.
All generally seem to agree that
more money will be-needed to provide the kind of program,the people
want, but the problem is,to sell the
people that an increase in taxes is
necessary. The legislature certainly Is not going to veke an increase in Wes
unless the members are eonvineed
the people are for it. .
A study commissioned by the
Governor's Committee was released last week showing the people
about evenly divided on the question
of whether more money is needed or
not. About half said education could
• be improved without in increase in
taxes while the other half said it
would never be improved without
more inon*Y.
More money and the career lad-

--7"..C7'777'•4
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der program are the two most controversial points under study. In the
past Kentuckians have been willing
to pay more foredtication if they are
convinced it will irtiprove.the situation, but inflation and recent trends
have not been as convincing enough
since the 1984,legislature refused to
raise more-(Or education at the
governor's request.
The legislature also questioned
the career ladder plan since
classroo ,m teachers protested. The
legislature then created the committee to come up with a method tell- ing how merit pay would be decid-'
ed. Classroom teachers opposed
principals and superintendent:8
•
making the decisions.
The Kentucky-Education Asscicia:
lino, now dominated by the
classroom teEchers, must-be sold on
the career ladder program proposal
for they are a strong force with the
legislature,
. Mrs. McDonald also questioned
the 1984 proposal and has cautionesl
that the teachers should look at it
very closely.
The job really boils down to sellhie the taxpayers that more money
is needed.

WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editorre welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number. must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Cetters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general
Interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor. The Murray Ledger &
Times,. Box 1040. Murray.
42071.
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DATEBOOK
Kurz twins now home
Paul Christopher Kurz and Brian Nicholas
Kurz, infant ions of Mr. and Mrs Chris Kurz of
1909-A Greenbrier, Murray: have been discharged from Norton's Kosair Children's Hospital,
Louisville. The twins were born Tuesday. Dec. 4,
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Paul
weighed three pounds five ounces and Brian
weighed three pounds 11 ounces at birth. The
mother is- the former Rita Kane of.Wickliffee.
Grandparents are Mrs. Crystal Kane and the
late Milbilrn Kane of Wickliffe and of Paul and
• Pallie Kurz of Murray. A great-grandmother is
Mrs. Paul Kurz of Owensboro.
.

- Tennis play

Thursda

Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club 1.vill.play Thursday. Jan': 241 The'group
will mee at 9 a.m. in the parking lot -of the
Murray-Calloway County Park to go to Kenlake
Tennis Center. tp play at 9:30 a.m. The following
__draw for partners_ at courtside: Marilyn
kins. Cecilia Brock. Gayle Foster. Norma
F nk. Frances Hulse. Mug Rigsby. Janie Ryan
an Becki Wilson.

,cott \V"inchester'born Lt and Mrs. Jack T. Winchester of Camp Lejeune. N.C.. are the parents-of a son. Scott Andrew. weighing seven pounds three ounces.
naeasuring 1612_ inches born on Sunday. Jan. 20.
at Onslow Hospital., Jacksonville. N.C. The
fathek is a dentist with the 22nd MAU at Camp
- - Lejeane and is a veteran of the Beirut and
-------qranacia-VciPa4gas,--14iterniti--grandliarents4re'
• --Mrs Patty -Claypool of Murray and the late
. Buford L.. Winchester.

_

Golden Agers will rneet
The Golden Age Club will-meet Thursday; Jan.
24, at it a.m. in the sociai hall of the First United
Methodist Church: Barbara Brandon will - be __speak ahcm it'"The.New -Life_Line Program at theMurray-Callowatj-§County Hospital."
are asked to note the _change in date and time.

Parent group will meet
4

The Compassionate Parent Support Group will
Thieef
'7110-15".iii. at the
CallOwaY County Health 'Department. North
Seventh and Olive Streets. The Rev. Ben Boone,
director of Wesley Foundation, Murray State
University.-. will speak about -Sibling' Grier"
This is open -to all interested persons and for information_ call Lillian Robertson. _GLP_N_,- coordinator for the support group.

Anniversary reception on Sunday

Club changes meeting

Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Speight of 402 South 16th
St., Murray, will
The Magazine Club has changed its meeting
`celebrate their golden
from Thursday. Jan. 24. to Thursday. San. 31.
wedding anniversary on
The group will Meet at 1 f'30 pan: afthe home of*
Sunday. Jan. 27.
Mrs. Inez Claxton, 208 North 13th St.. Apartment
.
A reception in their
B. with Mrs. William Major to present the
honor will be held from 2
program.
'
to 4 p.m. in the Social
Hall bf the First United
Methodist Church.
The Murray-Calloway County Shrine Club will
All relatives and
meet Thursday, Jan. 24. at 7 p.m. the Emerines,
friends are invited to atHighway 121 North. MayfieldRoad. Plans for the
tend and are asked to
April Circus details will be discussed. The Rizuse the back entrance to
pelt Clowns will meet atp:rri. to'Woili out plans'
church. The family
the
for the same program. All Shriners are urged to
requests that guests not
attend, a sPokesnian_said.
bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Speight
were married Jan. 27,1935, in a'sm'all Baptist
Chapel in Highland
Park, Mich. The Rev.
Hugh Chamberlin
officiated.
Their attendants were
Neal Mistred and Haid
Kebol.
Mrs. Speight, the'
former Violet Dunn, is
the daughter of the late
A.B. Dunn and Shelly.
Smotherman Dunn of
Hazel.
Mr: Speight is the son
of the late George
Speight and Myrtle
Greentage Grove..Tenn.
The couple has owned
and operated several_
restaurants in Murray:
They are members of
the First United
Methodist Church
Mr. and - Mrs. Ila-n)1(1 speight •
. where Mrs. Speight
sings_with the Chancel
tk!hohored
at church
_
Mr. Spelght now
They have one one son, Murray State -Their four grand• works parttime for daughter,.,Mrs. Del University Associate children are Rodney
'Southwestern (Georgia Carole) Professor of Art Jerry- Douglas. Allen Douglas,
Petroleum Co. of Fort Douglas 'of Panorama Speight -and his wife, Jodj, Speight and
Worth, Texas.
Shores, Murray, and Sonja, Murray.
-Jeremy Speight.
,WINSINONOR - Michelle Leigh Harris was
selected Miss Congeniality in the Miss Kentucky
U.S.A. Pageant held Saturday. Jan. 5, at 7 p.m.
at the -Executive Inn River Front, Paducah. A
student at Murray State niversity, she is the
Tuesday,Jon.22
Tuesday,Jan.22
Thursday,Jan.24
ThUrsday Jan.24
daughter of Mrs. Jean Capo of murray. Her
Murray Lions Club
Cancellation of hall of kirit United North.
sponsors were Amvets and ..Amvets Auxiliary
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at -Oratorical Competition Methodist Church. _
Post No. 45, Paris Landing, Tenn.
the Murray. Woman's of Murray' Optimist
---"Birth of a Nation"
Club House.
Club has been
Magazine Cltb has will* be shown at 12:30
announced.
changed its meeting p.m. in Room .208,
Miki Lynn will pre---from- today to -next 'Faculty Hall, Murray
sent a free euphonium
Folk singer/song Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at State _University, as
recital at 8 p.m. in writer John Paul home of Mrs. Inez
part of International
Recital Halt Annex, Walters will perlarm at Claxton.
Film- Festival.
Fine Arts Center, Mur- 8 p.m. in Stables. Curris
- _
ray State University.
Center, Murray State
Shower for Ricky
Zeta Department of
---University.
Young and three Murray Woman's Club
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
---children who lost their will meet at 7 p.m. at
at American Legion
home by fire will be club house.
Wednesday,Jan.23
Building, South Sixth
Murray High School from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at
and Maple Streets. _
-DeJkie r Ca min kin
Chapler -al AA--AAA AL-Anotimswill-Homemakers,.of Center.
have closed meetings at
Murray TOPS (take America will have'a piz---8 p.m. at First Christian
off, pounds sensibly) za party at 4:30 p.m. at
Front ,Porch Swing Church, Benton. For inClub will meet at 7 p.m. Mr. Gatti's.
will meet at 7 p.m. at formation call 753-0061,
at Health Center.
First Christian Church. 762-3399, 753-7764 or
---MSU Chess Club is
---753-7663.
An open
- ;rater scuba scheduled to meet at 7
Compassionate
diving course will open p.m. in Mississippi Parent Support GroupThe Single Connection
at 6 p.m. in Room 106, Room, Curris Center, will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Carr Health Building, Murray ST-al e Calloway County Flealth third
floor classroom.
Murray State Universi- University.
Center, North Seventh Education Building.
ty. For information call
and Olive Streets.
---First United Methodist
762-6835 or 753-6811.
Hazel and Douglas
---Church.
---- -Murray-Calloway
Centers will be open
---Murray High School from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Shrine Club will meet at
Mothers Day Out will
Academic Team will ,for activities by senior 7 p.m. and Rizpah be at 9 a.m. at First'
host teams from Wing°. citizens.
Clowns at 8 p.m. at Baptist Church.
•
and Calloway County
Etnerine's, Highway 121
---High Schools at 4 p.m.
Ladies bridge with
---SLIC Wells as hostess will
be at 9:30 a.m. at the
Oaks Country Club.
- —Events -at Calloway
A newborn admission Rt. 2, Wingo; Mrs. Jo
County Public Library
will include Parents and and dismissals at Aryl-Harmon. 2207 EdinTwos at 9:30 a.m. and Murray-Calloway Coun- borough; Mrs. Betsy S.
Story Hours. at 10:30 ty Hospital for Thurs- Petty, 106 Terrace Dr.,
day, Jan. 17, have been Mayfield;
,
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
released as follows:
Mrs. Tammie Lynn
IS
10
Newborn admission
Doughty, Rt. 1, Water
Intramural BasketBaby Girl Maxwell, Valley; Mrs. Paula 'LT
ball for students, facuty
and staff at Murray parents, Julie and Paul, McConald, Rt. 3, BenCUNT EASTWOOD
State University will 1501 Valleywood Dr., ton; Otis V... Lamb, Rt:
BURT REYNOWS
1; Trynian Jessie Murbegin today. Registra- Paris, Tenn.
phy, 1206 Peggy Ann
Dismissals
control c•nter 753-331 4 tion may be made in
Mrs. Cathy Ann Her- Dr.;
Room 107, Carr Health
Walter Riley French,
Building,.or by calling rin and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Campus Recreation Of- Mansfield,'Tenn.; Mrs. Rt.5,Paris,Tenn.; Mrs.
Gaye Lynn Wells and Tennie M. Colson, 4-1-2
• fice, 762-6796.
•, - 00, 11,r0
baby boy, Hazel; Mrs-. Southside Manor; Lekie
--W. Greif, Rt. 8,
Moline Bennett, Hazel;
Thursday,Jan.24
Mrs:- -Cynthia C. Mayfield; Rufus Q.•
Golden Age Club will
meet at-I1-am.in social Cherry and baby boy. Knight, Rt. 5.
SISSY
. , •
SPACEK

Shriners plan meetings

—Coming community events announced
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DeVanti's

•Flannel Gowns and Brushed Robes 50% Off
*Group of Bras Up To 1/2 Off
•Panty Hose 1/2 Off
*Many Other Sales Items Too Numerous To Mention
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We Would like to
announce that Mae
['mar. bride-elect ofEli Alexander has
selected her china
from our, bridal
registry. Their wedding will be May 25.
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Synthetic bristles work well with latex
paint

By ANDY LANG
painting, three rooms
A. — The root
Q. — When you paint
AP Newsteatures
and all of them have destroyer
A. — It is assumed
is a chemical something and it doesn
Q. — I haven't yet certain probl
't you cannot get at the
ems?
in the form of crystals. dry for
straightened out in my
several _days.. bottom of the
A. — Here are some It can be
-floor- to
put into the what is the cause?
mind which paints a tips along
work on it from there. If
that line. If a sewer line via the
A.
—
synthetic brush can best room
You may have you coul
is long and nar- bathroom toilet bowl
d, driving
or applied the paint when
handle. Can you tell me row, paint
wedges into the spaces
the end walls by pouring it directly in- the
humidity was very
and also give me some a deepe
between the subfloor
r shade than the to the piping.
A high. You may have aphints about buying both others. In
and the floor joists proa room that is manufacturer says
the plied it too thickly and
the synthetic and too small
bably would correct the.
, use light col- strength of the chemical not
brushed it out pro- condi
natuerl bristle brushes? ors. If a
tion. Without that
ceiling is too is enough to kill
the perly. Or, you may have
A. — Brushes with high, make
possible remedy, you
it appear roots in the sewer, but used a low
synthetic bristles work lower
-quality paint. have no
with a slightly not enough to kill
choice but to atthe When the results are the
especially well with deeper
tack_ the .problem from
shade than the tree.
same several times, thelatex paints. The syri- walls.
above. Understandably
In choosing a colmost likely cause is poor
thetics can also be used or for
not wanting to disturb
a large room,
—
I
have
Q.
never paint
with oilbased paints, but remember
the carpeting, you still
it will appear done any caulking,
but
most professionals More inten
can drive 8-penny
se after it has will do some soon. Can
prefer brushes with been applied.
Q.'— We have squeaks finishing nailS down
Use warm the cartridge guns be
In our living room floor, throu
natural bristles. Some colors — such
gh the carpet into
as reds, used by anyone?- Is
which is made of hard- the sublo
of the pros who do ex- oranges
and yellows, in there any quality diforing and floorwood boards three in- ing.
cellent work with rooms
After you get -eaoh
that receive a ference between an
oil- ches wide. I fixed
oilbase paints use very— minimum
nail fairly well into
amount of based and a latex caulksimilar squeaks in a place
high quality brushes. sunlight
, usera- nafIrset to
or have no win- ing compound?
similar floor about 10 help
The do-it-yourselfer can dows in
you. complete .the
them. Use cool
A. — A so-called car- years ago,
get by without the best colors —
but I have a insertion. The nails
such as grays, tridge gun is simple
will
to different problem now.
brushes on the market, blues and bluis
not show within the pile
h greens use. Merely insert the
Then
, the floor was un- of the carpe
but should not settle lor — in rooms
ting. You
that will be cartridge or container
covered. This time it will
the inexpensive syn- bright
be making tiny
and sunny most in the gun, which
is has a fairly heavy wallthetics which have the of the time.
holes into the carpeting.
merely a holder-with a towall carpe
ends chopped off in an
ting on it. I but it should cause
no
Q. — I used to do some trigger on it. Press the eliminated the
even line. Good synsqueaks permanent damage.
If
it
trigg
elect
er
rical
and
work
the
com- the other time by drivaround
thetic bristles have a
is valuable and you do
the
pound
house
emer
,
ges.
but
I'm
Latex
not
ing
as
nails
at an angle into not want to make
mixture of bristle sizes.
even
The ends are tapered young as I used to be • and other compound the floor after first drill- the tiniest of
holes in the
and
mater
I'm
ials
are
afrai
gener
d
ally
would
ing
pilot
I
and appear split or
holes. I know I ,rug, you will
have to
have trouble .with a considered to have a 'can't do
flagged.
that this time. begin unrolling
or keep
longe
heavy
r
.
life
stepl
than
adder
the
.
oilIs
it
How
do
I handle it?
Q.-- I have to repaint
listening to the.squeaks
based
safe
to
type,
use
an
which
aluminum
is
our house On the outside.
cheaper.
There are a lot Of cracks stepladder when workon some parts of the sur- ing on electricity?
A. — No. Surprised
Q. — I know the difface. Do these have to
ference between oilbe removed with a paint you didn't know that
based paint and latex,
remover or scraper or from your past exboth before repainting? perience. Better use the but get confused over
the terms acrylic and
It seems that would be lightest wooden stepladalkyd
der
. I use turpentine
you
can
find.
There
an impossible task. "
are some improvised''for oil-based paint and
A. —
lin-possible,
water for latex. What
since it is done all the setups you can make for
are the solvents for
climb
ing,
but
you
are
time, but it does require
acrylic and alkyd?
some hard work. Your still better off with a
A. — An acrylic rewood
en
ladde
r.
Bette
r
situation may not be
either impossible or dif- brush up, too, on your quires thinning and
cleanup with water, the
Don't worry and wonder about learning
ficult if the cracks you electrical knowledge.
same as latex. An alkyd
your way around town Or what to
mentioned are of the
see and
Q. — We get stop- requires .a solvent,
do Or whom to ask
very fine hairline types. pages in our
plumbing usually turpentine, the
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
In that base, cleaning system and have
I'll simplify the business of getting -sett
been same as an oilnsseat
fed
and sanding the sOrface told the sewer line
Help you begin to enjoy vour new town --is paint. However;- it is a
may be all that is need- clogged with the roots
.
good shopping, local attractions
of good idea tcr never select
community opportunities And my basket
ed before repainting.
a large tree on our pro- your own
type
of thinner
is full of useful gifts to please your-family
Q. — You once wrOte a perty. I see adve
r- but to follow the recomTake a break from unpacking and call
story telling how color tisements for a
product mendations .of the
me
can be used to make that destroys
these manufacturer. Every so
rooms appear smaller roots. How is
it applied? often there is a finishing
or larger or whatever Also, what keeps
the material that must use a
you want. Can you.give product, a chemi
cal, special kind of thinner.
' IngehorgJsm
me a smaller version of from killing the
entire
Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Asst
the story, since I plan on tree?
Hostess
492-8348

••••

SICOND ROOR PLAN
14111.1810 Y

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.

1
4
,

c

11164 40012 PLAN
TWO FRONT PORCHES ARE A feafure.of
this traditional twostory house. An interior feature is a large kitch
en at the rear with
access to a private terrace. There are four bedro
oms on the second
floor. Plan HA1286Y has 916 square feet on.th
e first floor and 842
on the second. For more information write —
enclosing a stamped,
self-addressed envelope — to York & Schen
ke. Architects, 226
Seventh St., Garden City, N.Y: 11530

V.

Safety pointers for indoor painting
The arriy9.1. of cooler
- weather often -signals
the time to begin indoor
painting projects. Painting the interior of your
house or apartment with
safety in mind will help

t) e -j
smoothly and efficiently. The following safety
tips are brought to you
by the National Paint
and Coating
Association:

Painting interior brick work
can make room more liNe4
to

get the true color of
the paint. ts shine
through.

...„....Nije-•-ouredo.readstiver-iRiretats
ri"
labels of all products head opening Befor
e
with which you will be throwing the can away,
working.
turn it uspside down.
•Spray paint con- press the valve
and let
tainers require specific the excess prope
llent
handling. Keep them escape. When
nothing
away from sparks and more come
s out, the can
heat, .and don't store is empty and
ready to be
them where heat can thrown away
.
build up. If the spray
hole becomes clogged,
*Keep solvent-thinned
turn the can upside paints away from heat,
down and spray for a sparks, and open flame
.
few seconds.. Never Never smok
e while
stick pins, nails or sharp painting and work in a

well-entilated area.
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50% Off
Meril

lat
In Stock - Buy Now!

x's\TREAS
BUILDING CENTERS

..
I,. r17
S rrrw

0^

ft
/

Bathroom
Vanity
19"x17"
With Top

-cv

I
.J
r

$59G9i.
Styr* Hours:
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
8:00 til 4:00

g
3
C
713
JO
t•
.4

PANELING
CLEARANCE
SALE

I
i

713
IA
.1

1
-*:

Water
Contractors
Heater
and
Builders
$9995
Call Steve •
30 Gal. Electric
at
.' 4
759-4026
In
We Stock
Let us
Ruth-Berry
Make You
Money!
Well
Call
Now
!
Pumps
.&
Pre-Cut-2x4- Wallpaper
Economy 89'
Utility $1.29
Off
All
Stud Grade $1.59 StockPnerns

Wafgrboard

40%

$499
'4
"

4.x8'

"

,

7594026

/TREASBann`
One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky.

CALL TOLL FREE 7594026—CHECK
OUR PRICES

J

.

\
\,

SALE
Autumn Oak
1st Grade 5.95
4.19
Hillside Oak
1/4"
14.99
12.00
Vista Oak
1/4"
7.99
6.99
Salt Box (Rustic)
1/4"
13.79
9.58
Smokey (Rustic)
1/4"
13.79
9.58
S, White Tile Board
1/8"
'14.95 • 9.95
\

'

Other Specials While Stock Last. Cash
U-Haul. These Specials Goodill\
Till Feb. 2nd
k ,,

)/

.T.

Pipe Insulation 10%

For Hot & Cold Pipes
•• o Fit '2" & 3,4 Copper Tubi
ng
4
a
a
z
*
.
a.

0

Garage Door
Sales & Service

ti
•

on
,

.

Wafer
Board

1

-Large Doors
Special Sizes
Operator
/
"x4x8
1
4

Above Prices Picked Up At Our Store

-1,Lprw. Eft....,,wordISHOP

MURRAY FIRST iligailreit

.
•

-

\,,

REG.

--,

..

'

pi1 '° ‘1
I
•

Storm Doors
$4988

\

Glidden Spread

Wall
Paint

,..0
1,,---.74. \
A
A
tr
io
li
a
4,„. -

161 Aluminum

Wood
Windows

$4488

N„

' LUMBER COMPANY,INC• .
.

759-4026

32"x38".. $47.87
28"x38" .. $44.87
With Lock

.......

*Always use a ladder
to paint hard to reach
areas. Be sure to use a
stepladder rather than a
straight or extension
ladder. Be sure the ladder is not damaged or
500 S. 4th Murray 753-6450
bent. It should be on )%`%.,„,."'"••-t••••••,.'"..7
Store Hours: 7 To 5 Mon.-Fri., 7-2 Sot.
firm, even footing when
opened up. Once you're
il
on it don't stand on the 3
top, and avoid reaching * "k
beyond one arm's
0
„0 A
length.

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026—CHE
CK OUR PRICES

Kitchen
Cabinets

AY Fl S

) Rick-man
Norsworthy

k4111
. i

r

•.r

Too much of a good
thing can overwhelm a
room. Too much exposed brick can make a
room appear cold and
foreboding. Rather than
leave it as it is, think
about painting a portion
of the exposed brick for
an unusual texture and
interesting finish. Painting over brick is an
easy project, requiring
little more than elbow
grease and conventional
paint.
The key to painting an
interior brick wall, according to the National
Paint and Coatings
Association, is beginning with a clean, dry
surface. It must be free
of dust and all loose dirt.
Despite the uneven texture of a brick surface,
however, cleaning brick
is a simple process. Just
use a bucket of soap and
water or common
household detergent and
scrub the wall down
with a rag or sponge.
Let the surface dry, and
you are ready to paint!
Masonry paint, which
is thicker than regular
paint, maybe
preferable since the
brick surface will soak
up a lot of the Paint, but
it is limited in color.
Regular interior house
paint will cover brick
well, as long as the surface is clean.
All that is needed to
apply the paint a-re
regular paintbrushes
(using rollers mean
'missing cracks and
seams 'between the
bricks). Flat latex Will
work best and a second
coat may be necessary
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Indications are OPEC will be flexible on base oil price
BRUSSELS. Belgium recently he was "flexi- ment firm of Wood.
— When OPEC ble" about a possible Mackenzie Co. in Edincaved in to oil market change in the- group's burgh, Scotland. He said
pressures and cut prices base price of $29 a bar- he believes OPEC will
nearly two years ago. rel. Kuwait has sug- cut its Price to about $27
Saudi Arabian Oil gested an overhaul of a barrel at an emergen..Minister Ahmed Zak) .
the Organization of cy meeting scheduled to
Yamani predicted the Petroleum Exporting open next week in
cartel soon would be Countries' layered pric- Geneva.
Some other industry
"back in ,the driver's ing system _ to allow
seat" as undisputed prices for the various analysts foresee an even
master of the oil price grades of oil to move up bigger reduction.
"I think they're going
or down with changing
game.
to accept the inmarket conditions.
It hasn't happened.
"There simply are evitable," said G.W.
Now it appears that
some of the cartel's more and more indica- Maynard, director of
leaders are resigned to tions to them that the European and Middle
once- more swallowing market will not accept a East economic research
their pride and cutting $29 price," said David at Chase Manhattan
Johnson. an.oil.industry Bank in London. "It
official prices._
Yamani himself said analyst at the invest- would make sense for

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
To find out -what the stars say, read Oct.1
23 to Nov.211
the forecast given for your birth signPatch up a minor dispute with a
oit relative. Make plans to get together.
IlaS
Romance and creative interests are
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 ,
Intuition is nght on track regarding happily highlighted.
career interests. It's a day for corn- SAGITTARIUS
pleting unfinished business. Get tha. iNov. 22 to Dec.211
It's no time to quibble about minor
privacy you need, •
.
expenditures. You may do some rearTAURUS
ranging of furniture at home. Trust
•
Apr 20 to May 20)
Read between the lines in business, your intuition.
A friendship at a distance grows CAPRICORN
closer. Cooperation is assured in part- I Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
Creative pursuits take priority over
nerships.
t
it material affairs. Some renew an acGEMINI
quaintance from the past. Group funcMay 21 to June 20
Finish up projects. The way is clear tions are a plus.
for business success. Thinking may be AQUARIUS
off regarding investments and credit tJan. 20 to Feb. fil)
A plan on the back' burner comes to
"Sc.
the forefront. You'll be able to wrap
CANCER
up some business affairs to your
June 21 to July n
You'll settle something today regar- satisfaction today.
'
ding children's affairs. Romance is on PISCES
stew
maitre
your agenda. Make plans for' a I Feb. 19 to Mar.20
Enjoy the company of good friends.
weekend getaway.
•
Attend to legal affairs and educaLEO
tional interests. A travel plan now
July 23 to Aug. 221
Meet with bankers regarding mor- takes shape.
tgages and home improvements. VOL BORN TODAY enjoy intellecp,artpers.ar.e in agreement about the tual pursuits and are a progressive
thinker. Though ,you could get by on
use of joint assets.
your wits, you're ,not always pracVIRGO
tical. Inclined to dream, you need a
Aug. 23 to Sept.'221
You're quite effective • in winning creative outlet for your imagination.
others over a,your point of view. A Writing, • acting, brokerage, and
touch of glamoilt -marks your ap- teaching are some of the fields in
which you'll find happiness. Though
proach to romance.
moody at times, you have a good
LIBRA
understanding Of • human nalize.
Sept:2.3 to Oct. 22
You may receive monies due you Learn to finish what you start. BirthErnie . Kovacs, comedian;
for past performance. It's time to day
make dreams become realities. Put Jeanne Moreau, actress; and
Edouard Manet,
new plans into motion.
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Burley
prices
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02002==i! drop
llonda

LaS - TRAILERS-SusFs

1985 GMC 4x4 Short Bed. Coaded,
Black & Almond.

1983. 011 use in the
10-nation European

duction in order to prop

grades of OPEC oil

up prices, economic

Common Mark& drop-

strains on CO."e Of itc

revolve, jumped more
than 50 cents to about
$28 a barrel.
However, the surge in
prices is not expected to
outlast the cold spell.
Chase Econometrics
Associates, a U.S.-based
economic forecasting
firm, said in a report to
Its clients last week that
the average world oil
price was likely to fall
by $1.27, to $28.90 a barrel, by the end of March.
It foresaw a further
drop of 40 cents a barrel
by summer.
Each $1 decline in the
price of a barrel of oil is
equivalent to a drop of
about 21,i cents a gallon
on the price of refined
petroleum products,
such as gasoline and
heating oil.

nee hy 1 norepnt In tha
same period.
The result has been a
glut of oil that continues
to force down prices,
even though economic

members have undermined the plan.
After agreeing last
October to cut most
OPEC members' production by 9 percent, oil
recovery has bopsted oil prices on the free.
consumption.
market
where OPEC
In the United States. has no say — fell by
the price offered by about $1 a barrel in the
refiners for the top next two months. That
grade of U.S. oil has was mainly because
fallen as low as $25.90 a production was not acbarrel from $30 last Oc- tually reduced.
tober. Norwly has
But when freezing
abandoned its -.official temperatures earlier
contract price to sell its this month swept across
North Sea oil at a Europe and much of the
reported price of $27.35 rest of the industrialized
a barrel this month, and
Britain is considering a
similar move.
While OPEC has
sought to reduce its pro-

world, the open-market
price of Saudi Arabian
light crude, the standard around which the
prices of all other

tea
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Big Rii ers continues to study merger

FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23, 1985

Snow & Ice Got You Stuck?

OPEC to do a $4 or $5 cut' tions. It is a power they
now.. to encourage de- enjoyed and flaunted in
mand for its oil."
the 1970s but now are
A formal price cut at rapidly losing.
the meeting in Geneva
Ten years ago there
which begins Monday is was no competition for
far from ceEtain. OPEc•from nonhowever. It was only members Britain and
after more than two Norway. Today those
weeks of traumatic two North Sea oil prone
.gbliations that OPEC ducers together pump
agreed in March 1983 to more than any OPEC
lower its price to $29 member except Saudi
from $34. That was the Arabia. Mexico and
first cut in its 25-year other non-OPEC nations
history.
also have become oil
For most OPEC powers.
leaders, dictating oil
Also, consumers,
prices to the rest of the governments and inworld is more than a dustries in the oildream al economic importing 'nations haveauthority. It is a matter learned to function with
of pride, a sign of less oil. In the United
strength, a confirmation States, oil consumption
of the Third World's in- fell nearly 20 percent
dependence from the from its peak in 1978
Western industrial na- .before bottoming out in
•

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API — Kentucky
farmers on Monday
received an average of
24 cents less per hundredweight for their.
burley tobacco than the
previous sale. the
Federal-State Market
News Service reported.
A total of 7,522,035
pounds were auctioned
at Monday's sales, at an
average price of $187.67.
The highest average
price of $189.43 per hundredweight was
reported in Maysville,,
while Springfield
reported the lowest
average price, $173.26
per hundredweight.
So far this season.
462,604,729 pounds of the
leaf have been sold, at
an average price of
$188.43 per hundredweight.

Please Vote Rex Camp

FOR COUNTY JAILER
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HENDERSON, Ky. interfered with their
I AP
— Big Rivers study of a possible
Electric Corp. officials merger with East Kensay a federal tucky Power
foreclosure suit has not Cooperative.

Big Rivers was given County from 1985 until
Big Rivers' general
manager, Bill Thorpe, 20 days to file a legal 1992, although the REA
said Mghday that both response to the suit, projects it will need
companies have asked Thorpe said. He declin- more power by 1989.
their joint consultant to ed to say what the comA merger could allow
report back as quickly pany's defense might• East Kentucky Power to
as possible on the be.
discontinue work on its
Big Rivers sells power generator and get its
feasibility of a merger.
"We want to expedite to rural co-ops serving power from Big Rivers',
the matter one way or 72,000 customers in plant.
If East Kentucky
CAPE CANAVERAL, the weather, but none the other," said East western Kentucky. East
Fla. AP — 'Freezing that could hold up the Kentucky Power Kentucky Power, based Power refuses to accept
in Winchester, serves a merger and REA
spokesman Bob Miller.
temperatures. affected launch.
The government's 200,000 customers in 89 takes over Big Rivers,
some launch pad operaThe forecast was for
the agency is expected
tions today but did not improving weather, foreclosure suit filed counties.
REA officials have to seek a rate increase
slow the countdown for with above-freezing Friday in U.S. District
the liftoff of space shut- temperatures in the 30s Court at Owensboro said they might drop the to recover its money.
A rate hike would retle Discovery with five early Wednesday, rising Seeks a court order giv- foreclosure proceedings
military_ astronauts and to about 55 degrees by ing control of the utility if the two utilities agree quire a legal battle over
to the federal Rural on a' merger, and most a state law forbidding
•a spy satellite;at an launch time. .
'Electrification observers interpreted utilities from ctrarging
unan.nounced .. time
The 15th space shuttle
the suit as a way of put- customers for plants
AdMinistration.
Wednesday afternoon.
mission and the first .to
Big Rivers is in ting pressure on Big whose power they don't
For the secan-d carry a secret Defense
straight night. frozen Department satellite is default on $1 billion Rivers- to pursue the ntred.
The executive direcwater supplies curtailed set for liftoff_sometime worth_ of 1-oans idea.
East Kentucky Power tor of the stafe Public
some outside work and- between 1:15 p.m. and guaranteed by the REA.
forced the National 4:15 p.m. Wednesday. Most of the money 'was has also been pinched Service Commission.
Aeronautics and Space The Pentagon wants to used 'to build a by the glut on the na- Larry Stanley, said the
Administration to sta- keep the precise time generating plant whose tional power market. It PSC will go to court if
tion .a fire department under wraps to hamper power the company has has had to postpone necessary to keep the
pumper truck at the Soviet efforts to monitor been unable to find completion of its Smith right to determine Big
generator in Clark Rivers' rates.
buyers for.
base of the pad in case a Discovery's payload.
fire broke out during the
Sources have reported
loading of volatile liquid the payload is an adhydrogen and liquid ox- vanced intelligenceygen into the shuttle's gathering satellite that
BOBBY WOLFF
Kwer-producing fuel will be parked in stacells Monday,
tionary orbit south of
The'fire truck'hooked the Soviet -Union to
into a 3-inch pipe exten- monitor Soviet missile
"When you have no basis for an .
NORTH
1-22-A
ding to the pad's 155-foot tests •and intercept
•J
argument, abuse the plaintiff."
level, where the fuel radio, radio-telephone
107
— Marcus Tullius Cicero.
•A KQ 1097
loading was done.
an
sat_ellite com4 K Q 10 6
NASA said Monday munications over much
West blew the.dejerise of today's WEST..
that "other operational' of Europe, Asia and
game but he wouldn't admit it. Ellb A 94 3
Africa.
Instead, he suggested that he would. 11K2
AJ9864.3
tie' ed" because of
•85
not have continued hearts at trick •J 4 32
+732
two had East not signaled so +985
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The big' chill doesn't stop
countdown of space shuttle
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Glenn. Jackson both were on

preN ions Electra plane flights
WASHINGTON (AP
— Two Democratic
presidential 'hopefuls
and their entourages
had harrowing experiences on the Galaxy
Airlines charter plane
that crashed in Nevada,
killing 64 people.
Aides to Sen. John
Glenn, D-Ohio. and the
Rev. Jesse Jackson confirmed that the
Lockheed Electra 188
that crashed Monday in
Reno, Nev., was the
same plane used by the
candidates in the
primary campaign last
year.
And the crew
members killed on
Galaxy Flight 203 were
the same ones who accompanied Jackson on
his campaign swings in
March and April 1984.
"We feel a sense of
pain and numbness and
hurt because we knew
the crew members and
we had grown to know
and love each other,"
Jackson said Monday

Anita Dunn,Imewerly
Glenn's assistant Campaign press secretary.
said the Ohio senator us-,
ed the plane on a,
frightening flight into
Iowa in Feburary 1984.
Those traveling with
him said they were unnerved as the plane
made several atternpts
to land in Sioux City during a blinding
snowstorm.
Jackson campaign
workers said their Electra was so severely buffeted by turbulence during one flight from
Washington to Dallas
that passengers fell into
the aisles.
The Federal Aviation
Administration briefly
grounded the plane for
Inspections when it arrived in Dallas, but no
structural damage was
found and it was allowed
to resume flying
Jackson, however,
never used the aircraft
again.

emphatically.
West led the heart king and continued with his deuce after East
had signaled with his jack. East
won his ace and continued with
another heart, but declarer was
now in charge. South ruffed with
his five and dared West to overruff.
It couldn't matter; dummy's trump
jack stood gaud regardless of
what Wesi_did. W.e- at-actually discarded a club and South continued
with a trump to dummy's jack to
drive out West's ace. South then
claimed, losing only two hearts and
a high trump.
Barring an eight-card suit with
East, west can see four defensive
tricks after the play to trick one.
Instead of continuing with a second
heart. West should first cash the
ace of trumps to remove dummy's
trump jack. West's last heart is led
to East's ace, assuring a second
defensive trump trick when East
leads a third round of hearts.
West's trump nine is promoted to
the setting trick and the game goes
one down.
Why do so many of us blame our
partners for our own blind spots?

SOUTH
fOK Q108752
1111Q5
•6
4•AJ4
Vulnerable: North-South
North. The bidding:

North
l•

East

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Ini,tcli• Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

Pass
Pass

3•

4+

A.•

v

Wednesday 11 AM 10 PM
th,
hOI•U• felr this

4+

Dealer

West
Pass
Pass
All pass

Me
win
in]

Opening lead: Heart king
BID WITH THE ACES
'

1-22-B

South holds:
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ANSWER: Pass. Tempting ,.to bid
-three diamonds but doing so will
probably lead to a.minus score.
Send bridge questions to The Aces P0 Box
12369. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
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Lack of surfing etiquette decried
TOKYO (API — Finding the perfect wave is
no easy feat at Japan's
crowded surfing
beaches, and two
surfers are embroiled in
a court case over a midwave _collision, the
Yomiuri newspaper
reported today.
Two 22-year -old
women, identified only

as Ms. A and Ms. B, appeared in court Monday,
with one woman seeking
the equivalent of $36,000
for a head injury sustained when the other
woman's surfboard hit
her in July 1983, the
newspaper said.
The case illustrated
the lack of "civilized
surfing e_tiquette"
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prevalent at the country's crowded surfing
areas, where numerous
accidents occur every
year, according to the
Japan Surfing League.
".It shouldn't be every

man for himself — the
person riding in front
gets the right of way," a
league spokesman was
quoted by Yomiuri as
saying.
The plaintiff, Ms. A,
claimed Ms. B cut in
front of her, causing a
collision, the newspaper
said. Ms. A said she %faits
then hit by the other al•
wornan's-gc-_-ftrzrdrand

received a 1%-inch-long
sear, it said.
Ms. B countered by
saying the accident occurred because of the
plaintiff's "inexperience as a surfer,"
the paper said.
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Racer victory salvages Death Valley split, share of OVC lead
By The Associated Press'
•
Murray State coach Ron Greene said his
team's 83-61 Ohio Valley Conference victory over
Morehead State was important, and not just
because it gave ,the Racers a share of the conference lead.
"in good to rebound from a very poor performance at Eastern Kentucky on Saturday,"
where the Racers suffered their'first OVC loss,
Greene said.
•
"We went into the game knowing it was important for us. This was a good win on the road. It
gives us two Out of three thus far on the road and
that's important-in this league.-"-- - -- Zedric Macklin and Vada Martin pumped in 17
points each to lead Murray State to victory Monday night. 1Vtaeklin and fellow guard Craig
Talley were the catalysts in the first half as they
scored 12 points apiece to give the Racers a6-point lead, 4034, at intermission.
The victory upped _Murray's record to 14-3
overall and 4-1 in conference play.--1Vreanwhile,
Youngstown State defeated league-leader Ten=
nessee Tech 68-67 Monday night to drop Tech to
4-1 in OVC action.
Morehead fell to 5-12 and 0-5.
In other Kentucky college action Monday
night, Eastern Kentucky ousted Austin Peay
67-47 in an OVC game and Western Kentucky

OVC Standings
Conference
Team
WL
Murray State
4 1
Tennessee Tech
4 1
Youngstown State
3 2
Eastern Kentucky 3
Austin Peay
3 2
Middle Tennessee
2 3
Akron
f 4
More,head State . . .0. .5
_
s

Overall
W L
14 3
11 4
10 7
8 8
.7 10
8
6 7
. .5 12

rolled over'Tennessee State 86-56. Akron won its
first .OVC game of the season beating Middle
Tennessee 80-64 to round out the league action
Monday.
•
Murray came out hot in the second half, running off 12 straight points and outscoring the
Eagles 16-4 to take a 56-38 lead with 10:20 left.on
an 18-footer by Macklin. Morehead never
managed to close the gap.
Morehead had a big first period out of Bob McCann Who seorpd 17 of his game-high 33 points
theiVillie.Feldhaus added 11 for Morehead.
CFaig Talley pitched in 14 for Murray.
"We have to feel good about this win because it

MHS games
called off;
CCHS waits

PHILADELPHIA Opening round victors
in the U.S. Pro Indoor
Tennis Championships
included Mutray, Ky.,
pro Mel Purcell who
bounced back to
eliminate Marco Ostoja
4-6, 7-6, 6-4, in action
Monday evening.
Purcell *advances to
the second round where
he'll play Jimmy Arias
on Wednesday.

Free throws
sink I] of L
COLUMBIA. S.C.
(AP)- Michael Foster
hit two free throws with
36 seconds to go to gut a
Louisville comeback
and ensure, South
Carolina a 64-59 Metro,
Conference victory
Monday night.
Foster hit the two-free
-throws to put the
Gamecocks up 63-57 and
Louisville's Jeff Hall hit
a jumper to cut the lead
to 63-59 with 27 seconds
left, but a free throw by
Linwood Mpye with nine
seconds to go assured
the Gamecocks. the
victory.
The Cardinals were•
led Wy----aii'tiotHr 18
points.
•
The win upped the
Gamecocks' record to
9-4 overall ails) 2,;2 in
league play. The Cardinals dipped to 9-7 and
2-3

six shots in limited'play.
Mike Ballenger led-a- balanced. scoring attack
with 14 points as Western Kentucky upped its
record to 10-7. while Tennessee State fell to 6-12.
• Tennessee State ran out to a 9-0 leackwith 17:08
left in the first half. Western finally caught fire-.
and overtook the visitors 17-16 on two free throws
by Kannard' JohnSon five minutes later and
never trailed again.
Bryan Asberry added 12 for Western. while
Johnson finished with 11 points._

- Box Scores: OVC Gaines
Mt BRAY %T TI: • 53
Gia.s 4-t Is s Martin s 1 2 17 Lahno,
4
14 Macklin II I 117 Talley 7 180 014 Lindauer
:2 -• 1..4/11 • 11 • •
Oti 1 1 2 4 4 Jeffrey I 30.113 Boyd
11-0 :1 Hes,ntp
o o, •
0-00 Totals 37.61) 15 443
MOREHEAD ST ATI. 1411i - Chadw
F eldr.aa, 4 9 4 A 1
McCann 14-23 5-6 33 Turner 0-4 2.4 2 Barker .
. 4 \ aro
, 4 oo
Clemerds.0 1 0.11 0 Kelly 0-0 0 0 Childress 0
1 1 1 Broca.•• o
Totals 24.S2 13 10 61
Halfttme -,- Murray 40 540rehiiia-34 Forded our 1.1.e125.0.5551Murrly 32 . Martin 7 Morehead 26 • M• Cann
:1
A -,1,5 '
!
/14
_
Laihni and Tall,-v 4i Morehead 14 • Turner end Ba
r r 4
1-4.4.1
Murra, 16 Morehead 71 A - 3531)

SaturdaysOVCSchedule
Akron at Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee at Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech at Murray State
Voimirstown State at Morehead
State '

Monday. Jan. 28.05C
Akron at Morehea,d State
piddle Tennessee at Murray
•
State
Tennessee Tech at Austin Pray
Youngstown State at Eastern
Kentucky

Mancini questioned about retiring, rematch

- Snow and ice have
canceled at least part of
another night of lotal
high school basketball
games as Murray High
reported the postponement of tonight's games
at Paducah Tilghman. A
decision on the
Callowb,y County varsity games at Mayfield
was not announced bypresstime.
The MHS varsity and
junior varsity Tigers'
games were called off
tonight, According to
Murray Athletic Director Eli Alexander, and
the first effort to
reschedule the games
was unsuccessful.
-4
A decision on tonight's
Calloway County varsity games at Mayfield
was being delayed until
1:30 or 2 p.m..today as
school officials were
waiting for a "slim
chance" that the roads
might clear enough to
allow travel.
AccOrding,to Jim Nix,
CMS athletic director.
If'the games are called
off'they will have to be
rescheduled because
they are district contests. He said there was
a "big possibility" that
the games would be
postponed tonight but
the school officials
would wait until early
afternoon to make a
final decision.

Mel Purcell
wins opener
in US Indoor

puts us in a tie with Tech," said Greene. "But
I
feel we still have to take care of our own
,
q
business
_
"Murray State is an outstanding basketball
team," said Morehead coach Wayne Mart-in.
"We had to shoot 65 percent from the floor in the
first half just to stay in the game. They can hurt
you from every spot on the floor."
John DeCamillis pumped in 18 points and Kenny Wilson added 17 as Eastern Kentucky used a
strong Second half to roll over Austin•Peay.
The victory upped Eastern's record to 9-8
overall _and 3-2 in conference_ play. Austin- Peay.fell -to 7-10 and 3-2.
With the score deadlocked at 27 at the half,
Eastern scored We first 12 points of the sec-ond -half to take a 39-27 lead with 16:37 to play. Kenny
Wilson had six of the points during the run.
Austin Peay cut the lead to 51-42 with 5:53 to
play, but managed to score only five points they
rest of the way.
Eastern shot 57 percent for the game from-thefield, while Austin Peay managed only- 37
percent.
James Colson led Austin Peay with 15, while
Robert Biggers and Pat Day added 12 each.
Antonio Parris, Eastern's star guard, returned
to action Monday night after a.six-week absence
because of a sprained ankle, but failedlo score in

An AP Sports Analysis
"He gives no indica- -national Boxing FederaBy ED SCHUYLER JR.
tion of not being abteto• - tion Champion who, like
AP Sports Writer
continue," said `Dave Mancini, is from
Ray "Boom BooM" Wolf; Mancini's Youngstown, Ohio.
Mancini just wants to managef.
'Another option would
talk about the fight, not
1'11's ridiculous to lock be for Mancini to quit on
about whether his ourselves in if we lose. top. That's a challenge
rematch against Liv- It's not the outcome, it's that many fighters are
ingston Bramble for the. -how he fights.
• unable to sneet.., World Boxing.t Associa"If we win, Our alter"This is the fight that
tion lightweight title' natives are so obvious Ray Mancini wanted,"
Feb. 16 at Renp, Nev., and so_lucrative there's said Wolf of the rematch
will close his career.
no reeio
dwell on wainst Bramble. "Ray
Yes, Mancini took a this."
'
.Mancini 'S acbattering when he was - A Mancini win could complishments have
stopped by Bramble in set up a fight for the un- earned him the right to
the 14th round in losing disputed lightweight ti- make that choice."
the title last June 1 at tle against Jose Luis
Critics of boxing often
Buffalo, N.Y., but he's Ramirez, the World .forget that fighters fight
been,physically Okayed. Boxing Council cham- by choice. Of course, the
. . and he's a fighter.
pion, or one against sport should be strictly
After the title loss, unbeaten Aaron Pryor, supervised in the areas
some members of the or maybe one against of safety and commedia suggested Man- Harry Arroyo,the Inter- petence, and boxers failcini retire, although he
is only 23 years old. That
was only his second loss
compared: to 29 wins
but critics felt his aggressive style was getting him punished too
much. Besides, he had
made several million
dollars in the ring.
Shouldn't ,that '
*poi:WM'
Now the retirement
question, which must
seem more bothersome
to Mancini than an opponent's jab, is again being asked.
,"I'll answer that that
Reined Basketball Asesciabon
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Denver
night. . . maybe," said
Atlantic Division
Houston Mancini.
W
L Pct
GB
Dallas -

ing to meet certain standards should not be
licensed. Neither should
'promoters, . managers,
trainers and seconds. •
Apparently free of
physical problems-.
Mancini still has the
problem et chailing-with
Bramble's style. Bram:
ble, who nullifed Mancini's strength, showed
patience in. the early
rounds, then _came dii
strong when Mancini
tired.
Mancini said he overtrained and was too
charged up by things
Bramble said before the
last fight. He can- box
and be cool, too, he said.
But his name is Boom
Boom. So is his style. -

-

SCOREBOAR

toSnae
Your discount • arts supernuer.
o it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

BOOM,BOOM,OUCH! - Ray 'Boom Boom' Mancini takes a solid
right to
the head in his-first fight against Livingstone Bramble, June
1, 1964, in Buffalo. NY. Mancini relinquished his World Boxing AsseciatIon lightweigh
t title to Bramble who won the bout in the 14th round. A rematch
has been
scheduled for Feb. 16 at Reno, Nev.
AP File Photo
-

National Basketball Association

In-bounds errors botch Lady Racer rally

MOREHEAD, Ky. - the ball up on too much Loni Guilette.To play the game of time. The second turFor the second
basketball,-a team must nover occured on a lane straight game Murray's
first be able to put the violation.
leading scorer Mina
,
ball in play.
"It's re-ally Todd was shut down.
Twice Monday night frustrating for us to cut She collected only four
the Murray State Lady the lead to five and have points against
Racers had trouble on two silly mistakes like Morehead. She had
In-bounds plays And the. that, said a peeved eight in Saturday's loss
errors loosened an Bud Childers whose at Eastern Kentucky.
avalanche in the 70-59 team dropped to 8-10 Prior to---The Death
loss to host Morehead overall. "I felt we were Vallesf swing (EKU and
State:
taking control .of the, Morehead), Todd had
Behind by only one-at game but those two scored in double figures
halftime, 32-31. the Lady .plays took us right out of in 13 of her last 14
Racer-a-felt-further
games.
behind as the Lady
Murray was led by
Fortunately for the
Eagles made a 16-6 run Smith with 16 points. Murray women, 'Monand held an 11-point lead Most 'of her eight field day Marked the end of a
with 12:46 to play. goals were made from grueling portion of-the
Murray fought back to long range. Underneath, Lady Racer schedule as
within five points on a freshman center Lyn- they finished their
Connie Logsdon layup nette Hayden added 14 seventh game in 12
with 4:33 to go, but then points and seven re- days. Four of those
the bottom- dropped out. bounds in the losing games were on the road.
Back-to-back tur- effort.
The Lady Racers will
novers on in-bounds
Megrelvit_d, now shar: receive a well-deserved
plays killed the Lady ing a 2-3 Ohio Valley break before hosting
Racer rally. First,' Conference mark with Te•nneSsee Tech on
nobody came back to Murray, had 16 points Saturday and conhelp Shawna Smith who from Penny Teegarden. ference leader Middle
was throwing the ball in. 15- front Connie Ap- Tennessee on Monday.
She was fdrced to give pelman and 13 from Both games will begin

•

at 5 p. . in
Arena.

Racer

MURRAY 1691 - Todd 2-6 0-0 4,
Smalley 1-2 0-0 2; Hayden 7-11 0.014.
(Minor 2-8 0-0
Smith 845 0-0 16.
Lille 1-2 2-2 4. Logsdon 2-4 4-4 8
Kohring 1-3 1-2 3. Ford 2-4 0-0 4
Totals,- 26-55 7-856
, Rebounds - 32, Hayden 7 Tyr-.
novers 11
-418, Todd 6
Fouls - 15
MOREHEAD ('H) - Connie Ap.
pellnan 7-16 1.2 IS. Penny Teegarden
6-11 44 16, Lonl Gutlette 6-13 1-2, 15.
Bates 3-9 1-2 7. Teresa Ruby 3.10 2.3
8. Towels 3-4 1-2 7. Colbert 01 0-00.
Ireton 2-3 0-0 4 Totals - 30-67 10-17
70
Rebounds - M. Teegarden 9 Turnovers - 12 Assists - 22. Ruby 9."
Fouls - 6
Records - MUR.8.10, 2-3. MORE

- As ist

Boston
Philadelphia
Witahlilgt011'
New Jersey
New York
411-waOkee
Detroit
Chicago
AUanta
Indiana
Cleveland

34
7
33 7
23 19
19 22
14 29

829
525
548
453
326

28 14
23 16
2621
17 24
14. 27
11 28
WESTE RN CONFERENCE

687
MO
288
415
341
282

.

Medviest Orman
.,
25 17
595
23 18
561
1 Li
-22 14
'214,
San Antonio
4117
19 20
44.
4 ,Ctah
18 24----115,
Kansas City
14 22
350 10
Illscihc Division
21
15
L A Lakers
22 14
667 --Rissenni--'21-2r
100- LA Clippers
19. 23
452 9
lit- Seattle
19. 23
452 9
Portland
18 23
439
91
,
10%
Golden state
10 30
250 17
13% .
. .
-Mor•My's Gaines
15%
Washington 122 Cleveland 115
Indiana 129 Golden State 127 20T

College Basketball Top 211 Poll
The Top Twenty
The Top Twenty teams in the AisocTated Press col-lege basketball poll, wtth first-place votes in paren
th•ses, total points b-ase-d on
20-19.18-17-18-15.1.4.13-12-11 10-9-8-74-5-4-3-2-1- -record
through Monday. Jan 21 and last week's ranking

1.Georgetown ,601
2 So Methodist 3.St Johns
4 Memphis St
.5 Duke
6 Illinois

Record Pis Psis
17-0
1200
1
15-1
1108
3
13-1
1080
4
. 13-1
1012
5
13-2
958
2
15-4
729 11

. 70erau,
8 North Carolina
9 Oklahoma
ill Oregon St
11 Syracuse
12 Louisuiria Tecn
13 Indiana
14 Villanova
15 Kansas
IS Georgia Tech
17 Tulsa
1 14 Michigan
19 1. a CommohNealth.
20 Nes ,Las Vegas

la

14-3
13-4
. 14.1
11-2
1,5 1
14-4
12-3
13-3
13-3
14-2
123
12-3
13-2
•

6110
251
605
802
598
465
433
416
316
239
157
108
96

.10
6
13
14
12
12
17
20
16

College-Basketball Monday Results
Menday's College Basketball Scores
EAST
Colgate 70 CeMoyne 48
Marshall 23. W Carolina 89
Navy. 27 Delaware 59
Pittsburgh 61. Boston College 56
St Peter s 63. Delaware St 61
OT
SOUTH
Alcorn St.
/9 Alabama St 77
Appalachian St 61 Furman 54
Cincinnati SO. S Mississippi 52
E'Kentucky 67. Austin Pray 47
Georgia Tech 49. Virginia 46
Jackson St 95. Sdotlwrn U . 78
Jacksonville St 72 Mississippi
,•,,11 62
Maryiend119.-HtelY.CIIMa 75

Murray St 83 Morehead St el
N Carolina 74 Jackso'ny.ille
NE Louisiana 72 NIA Louisiana
.
86
Nicholls St 71 New Orleans 26
S Carolina 64. Louisville 59 Stetson 61 Mercer 53
Term -Chattanooga Ma E Tennessee St 74
Texas-Arlington 23 Samford 59
Virginia Tech at Tuiane ppd
cold weather
r37. pay son 9
V. Kentucky 86 Tenneisee St 52
MIDWEST
Akron 80 Middle Tennessee 64
Ball St 74 E Illinois 73 OT
DePaul 72 E Nasturytton 50

ifetroit 74 Evansville 65
Loyola III 55 St Louis 73
Marquette
Michigan 59
N Iowa 86.5 alparaiso 53
Oral Roberts 78 Butler 62
W Illinois 84 Cleveland St 77
Youngstown St 62 Tennessee
Tech 67
SOUTHWEST
ST -Star% s Texas gh Texas San
Antonio si
--FAR WEST
Ne, Las Vegas 23 Fullerton St
29
*44
Pacific 101. Utah St AU
San Jose St 73 Long Bea, h St 67
UCLA 63 IA athington II
Wyoming Id Utah 410

lientuck Prep Basketball Top 10 Polls
Oil Change
$
Luise & Filter...
Expires
ONLY
Jenuar;/ 25, 1985
Includes up to 5 qts-oil. Diesel and
special filters extra.-We also check tire
pressure, fluid levels and brakes.

99

Rudolph- Goodyear

U.S. 6415.
Memry, Ky.
(502)-753-0595
"tinhorn Is Gear 'ire Hive A Inksisf Tem -°wain% &entity6 trice"

WINN &WNW Last

Heavy-May
Booster Cables
Fit side and top-post ter.thitlatS 10 ga

QuArnms LIMITED

MURRAY NOME
IL AUTO
chestnut St.
753-2571

Kentucky Prep Polls
Co . Washington Co . Anderson Co
Greenup Co.
"
High School Basketball
Highlands Calloway Co
Ashland
Murray
The Top 10 teams cri Ineiyieoluctr.y..Aaenclaincl.Presa - -Washington
Co
boys and girls high school basketball poll, with first,
Gods
place votes records as of Jan 6 and total points
I Lou Atherton • Is
PS 4:11*0
Ban
2 Marshall Co
12-I 1544
; I .ou Seneca 17 .
161 179
3 Oldham Co
10-1 116
.; Lou PR)'
•
16-4 141
4 Laurel Co
9-4 106
Scott Co
15-2 109
5 Rowan Co
• 13-1 63
4
hvensbore tie
12-1 f91
6 Whilesburg
7-2 21
MarshallCo
11-4 110
7 Franklin-Simpson .
13-4 64
6 l.e. Cid/1011C .
ANIPSIELC°.
so.•
9 Belfry
121 33
lox Lafayette
13-2 50
10 Whitley Co
13-1 21
ii 1.0ti Trinity
a
12-3 44
Others receivine votes Allen Cu :cottsville. War
1.. Madisonville
94 32
ren Central. Knott C'o Central, Clay Co . Bardstown
Other" reeelvinjt votes Owensboro Apollo, Mason .
Betblehem-. Owensbore Cathcilic, Lou South.
Co Franklin CO . HoplilrisvMa, Boviltng Green. Clay
Simon Kenton. Boyle Co . Calloway Co Meade C,

South 12th Street

753-897 1

Southside Cente
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Customers
set records
for utilities
consumption

By Abigail
Van Buren

i;g1/ 416.
•L

DEAR ABBY. This is in response
to "Flat-Chested in. III." who felt
inadequate because she didn't have

the bust I had always wanted, but I
wasn't nearly as attractive as I was
before I doubled my 110 pounds.
more.
I thought about how I used to hate
I have had "coo much"1381) since my flat chest, then I noticed how
eighth grade, and I was miserable. fashionable and smart-looking the
All through high school I was fashion models were. They were all
teased, humiliated and sexually flat-chested-every one of them!
harassed.
So, dearie. don't waste any more
I even had to quit cross-country time longing for what you don't
running because it was too painful have. You may get it some day. and
and embarrassing.
wish you didn't.
"Flat-Chested" doesn't -need If you have two, healthy, cancerfuller figure: she needs a higher free breasts, thank God, no matter
self-esteem.
what size.
If I had an extra $2,000 lying
FORMER FLATTIE
around. I would treat - myself to
IN AUGUSTA, GA.
breast-reduction surgery.
TOO-MUCH IN TEXAS

• HEAR ABM. You told "FlatChested," who felt inadequate, to
wear a padded bra.
. Well, here is one man who would
consider it unfortunate were she to
take your advice. Why?
Because the flatter the chest, the..
more passionate the 'oman.
I'm in my 505 now, and its not
Just my opinion. I've talked to a lot
of Men, and they all said flatchested women make better lovers.
Please tell flat-chested- women not
to envy their big-bosomed sisters.
Nature has a way of compensating.
LIKES 'EM SMALL IN IOWA

.4414

DEAR ABBY: I totally disagree
with your advice to "Flat-Chested.";
Wearing a padded bra might make
her look better, but what happens
when she takes it off in the company
of a man who was expecting more?
I was as flat-chested as they come,
so all through high school my
mother had me wearing padded
bras. I didn't fool anybody. The girls'
in my gym class soon found out that
the :36B's I was showing off weren't
really me, and it wasn't long before
all the boys knew, too. (Girls talks
and so do boys./
I finally decided it wasn't worth
the teasing, so I threw away my
.padded bras. I figured honesty is the
best policy. so why put on a false_
a
front'?
I'VE GOTTA BE ME
*•*

DEAR ABBY: This is for' "FlatChested in Moline, Ill.". In the cliqs
before they had padded bras. I was
flat-chested, so I wore "falsies."
Then one day my bra came undone
and one of my "breasts" fell off.
I .. hated being flat-chested and
longed for larger breasts, then lo
and behold, idiscovered r had added
(Problems? What's bugging you? Unseveral inches to my chest. The only
trouble was. I- had- doubled my load on Abby,P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood. ('alif. 90038. For a personal
'inches everywhere else! I was no reply,
please enclose a stamped, selflonger fiat-I was fat! At last I' had addressed envelope.)

5ENC OS YOUR
NAME TODA`i :

Notice

2

DeVanti's

WAIT FOR ME:

BUT YOU ..+AUST BE
18 OR OLDER

Oldi-Pont -Cad -Buick

NORTH 641 Craft &
Flea Market, Murray,
Ky. Now open weekends
(spaces available). For
information call 7534566.
NITIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE- Federal and
state tax r4turns
prepared your place or
mine. No extra charge!
Free pickup and delivery. Phone 436-5574.
EED A LOGO'
A now design tor your busoness
card. store. stationary, etc In
dividualized drawings done et•
reasonable rate

Cali 759-9567
after 4 p.m.
4
16

I

:11VP

.‘i&N
ilwwL7-.Alfa"
WE TAKE
THE CAKE
Fruit Baskets shipped nationwide, Gorilla-Grams,
Balloon Bouquets, Rent-AClown Of Monkey, Cakes.
Fre* Delivery. VISA 8 MC.
753-9280

Natural
100%
Guaranteed
Call 753-7863
100%

ARTIST'S model-s.
Temporary, part-time,
$5 per hour. Experience
& artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for
spring semester 1985.
Contact Art department, Murray State
University,. 762.3784.
EOE/MF.
DO you want to work
with cars but keep your
hands clean? Auto parts
store needs parts person, Insurance and
other benefits provided.
Send application to Box
7239 Paducah, Ky.
42001.
EXCELLENT income
for part time home
assembly work. For
info. call 504-641-8003
Ext. 8047.

ECONOMY 2x4 studs1.99 ea.; 1/2" CD
plywood- $8.50. Mid South Wholesale; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 642-2552.
MATCHING couch, love
seat and chair, earth tone
beige and brown, excellent condition. $275. Call
753-6280.
REFRIGERATOR
freezer, 17 cubic ft.,
frostless Cold Spot,
avocado green. $400 or
best offer. Call 753-8724
after
rml .n
b55rTh_ea_v_yTu y
washer with 4 cycles.
Only $6.00 per week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.
WHIIII:R5==r
i refrigerator with textured
steel door. Only $8.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear
753-0595.

10. Business Opportunity

Dealerships available
through

nations

portable and
modular builders.
small investment.
Large
income
potential.
Call Bill Willman of
Morgan Building collect 504-888-5899.
13. For Sale or Trade
GEORGE Hodge and
Son. We buy trade and
sell used furniture,
appliances and T.V7s.
For sale: used freezers,
refrigerators, ranges.
washers & dryers, used
bunk beds, regular
beds, bedroom suites,
dinette suites, couch &
chair sets, odd chairs &
couches, shelves &
bookcases, pots, pans
and dishes. 010 Dixieland
Shopping Center.

•

6. Help Wanted

15. Articles for Sale

LICENSED dental
Hygienist in Murray,
needed part-time. Call
753-1206 between 9a.m..
5p.m.

23 QUAZAR color T.V.
8125. Set of living room
lamps, green glass $50.
Set of bEnide end tables,
heavy wood, $15. Call
436-2635.
68" DESK with 3
drawers, also features
typing table extenstcin
with additional
drawers. Solid wood
with walnut ;finish. Perfect for office or home.
Call 759-4792 after 2p.m.
DROWN & white paid
couch, white & yellow
dinette suite, coffee
table & stereo table.
Phone 753-7592.
DAMAGED interior
and exterior doors- $5.00
.9.-tid OPT-Mid South
Wholesale; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 6422552.

ble for only ONE INCORRECT INSERTION.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made. CHECK
YOUR AD carefully and notify The
Classified Advertising Department immediately- in case of an error...

753-1916

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

WE'RE PEAP
TIRED CAN'T WE
TAKE THE TRUCK
BACK TO CAMP z

KEEP6OING•
tT ONLY A
FEW MILES

C3OE5 orkEN YOu E)
Gar "TWO 'TEENAGERS
I

\

1 Strike
5 In addition
.9 Label
12 Filament
13 Juncture
14 Sudsy brew
15 Over
17 Chinese distance measure
18 Wager
19 Abound
21 Stories
23 Give forewarning of
27 Symbol for
tellurium
28 Blouse
29 Crimson
31 Couple
34 Kind of type'
35 Frights
1

2

3

38 Paid notice
39 Spread for
drying
41 Latin for."God"
42 Growing out of
44 Babylonian
deity
46 Flags
48 Boundary
51 Stone
52 Artificial
language
53 Sun god
55 Transfers
59 In music, high
60 Century plant
62 Great Lake
63 Female ruff
64 Golf tioles
65 Rage
DOWN
1 The urial

4

5

6

7

Answer to Previous Puzzle

"

ROAST
SATED
A
IERIN-0
MAIMED
I T
DAMS
LIAR
DIM
PETAL
TR I
ARAR
SOILS
TE
H
SERIN
RAITiii
I b E A IFS M E E
STEEPER
AVERS
TO
SARIS
ETAH
AL
I
LOOTS
HIE
BLOW
TEAL
SE
SERENE
ELEVEN
DEBIT
RES_TS

2 100,000 rupees
3 Ventilate
4 Object
5 Item of property
6 French article

8

12

9
14

E
III

NN

rAT /$1171.116HT,

Ma it fog f

Wolk•••

E W LL ENTER THE PRE5IDENT/AL
,
PALACE GATES. YOU WILL SHOOT'',
ANO MISS. WORTH A THOuSANP.
1
2
MISS 2 WHYVr_XJ COME
_Tome, THE BEST StsoT IN
MAWITAAN
IS T1sn9 A
\I
\
JOKE Z

e\k**

ail..•...M••••Wwe

Ions

ild

11

7 Sodium Chloride
8 Leave out
9 Writing pad
10 Toward shelter
11 Obtains
16 Occupying a
chair
20 More jovial
22 Near
23 Taunt
24 Detest
25 A state: abbr.
26 Prefix: new
30 Soak thoroughly
32 Unit of electrical
measurement
33 Poems
.----36 Corded cloth
37 More serpentine
40 Lower in rank
43 Article
45 Three-toed
sloth
47 Part of face. pl.
48 rerstrivi‘
49 Unemployed
50 Snare
54 Former boxing
champ
58 Monk's title
57 Metal '
58 Deposit
81 Preposition

hi Nail
Mini
Mil ill
II
iiil ill fillinil
ill
211 lil
MI WI•
kill•ill UUU ill id•
Mil iiil MIMI
Mil
lill kill
lill
Mil ill
MIMI
II
id•lil•
WI
11
u...
N

I HEAR XXI'RE THE
EIEST SNOT IN
MAW TAAN

U.

10

,
-

OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah. Ky.
442-4302
16. Home Furnishings
WTRLPOOL heavy
'
dryer with 3 temp selections. Only $4.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear,
753.0595.
19. Farm

CHECK YOUR AD

L77%
,

25.

Wanted

GENERAL house
cleaning. Experienced,
dependable, . references
supplied. Phone
759-4604. If no answer
call after 4p.m.
WILL do babysitting in
my home any shift..
Have references. Call
759-4803.
WILL do babysitting
from 4p.m. to 10p.m.
and on weekends in my
home. Call Tonya Collins at 753-8044.
WILL do evening
babysitting. Call 759-'
4866 after 5p.m.
WILL haul anything
that will fit in a pick-up.
. Call Marty. 753-4022.

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsi-

SUMO CAT HAS MASTERED
THE. MOST MEADE!?
TRICKS OF HIS TRADE.-

15. Articles for Sale

largest

Card of Thanks
We, the family -of Paul
Mansfield, wish to express our gratitude to all
of you who patronized his
barber shop during the
twenty-one and ,one-half
years he was in business
here in Murray
The Westside Barber
Shop has been sold to Mr
Larry Snyder of Benton
and he will reopen the
shop under the name
Look-Isi-Good. We wish
Mr. Snyder much success
In his business venture
here.
Again, thank you for
your patronage and your
friendship through the
years.
Anita Mansfield
Greg & Brenda Mansfield
David.& Dana Proffitt

Safely

6. Help Wanted

9. Situation

3. Card of Thanks

TRY the New Avon
earnings opportunity
and earn $250-8500
weekly. Call 753-0232
anytime. For service
too.

/-21

Notice

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

$2.95

DEAR ABBY: I'm surprised p.m
didn't recommend silicone iinplan0
to "Flat-Chested."
I spent :39 years hating my body,'
then- I decided to have breast'
augmentation surgery. I'm only
sorTy I Waited so long.
LOOKING GREAT

Ar.NANTAGE CP
THi.E, OFFER NOW

2

LOUISVILLE. Ky.
Sunday through
(API - The bitter Cold
Thursday
produced broken
11 a.m. to
records of another kind
2 p.m.
across Kentucky this
and
weekend - those for
4 p.m. to Y p.m.
electricity and gas
PLATE LUNCH
consumption.
SERVED
As the temperatures
across the state reached. Your choice of 1
meat
and
3
record lows, utility convegetak.le.%
sumption reached
record highs.
Cincinnati Gas &
Electric Co. customers,
Oven Fried Chicken
including 93,000 in norHam
thern Kentucky, drew
Roast Beef
3,078 megawatts at one
These Items May
point, compared with
Chan • e.
the old record of 2,896
GLASS
work, a commegawatts, set exactly
plete line of glass repair
one year before. But the
& replacement work for
new record may have the car, home and
been broken Monday, business. Install auto
glass, fix storm winaccording to unofficial
dows, storm doors,
CG&E figures. That
wood and metal sash
estimated peak was windows. Mirrors and
glass table tops, patio
3,141 megawatts.
door glass and glass for
Other consumption
fireplaces replaced.
records were .set by the
Store front glass, 'stor
72,000 customers of Big front metal doors and
Rivers Electric Corp., closers replaced. Door
which reported 1,042 weather strips and
megawatts demanded some home improvement work. Plus store
at 10 a.m. Mondsy, fixture work, glass
breaking a record of shelves, display cases,
1,032 megawatts- set 15 stands,- Tacks and .decor
mirrors glade to
hours earlier.
specification. M&G
Kentdcky Utilities, complete Glass Co.,
based in Lexington, set Dixieland Center. Ph.
753-0180.
a record at 11 ELM. with
2,453 megawatts, breakDo Something Nice
ing the previous mark of.
For Yourself.
2,399 megawatts, set on
Call BIBLE CALL
Aug. 22, 1983.
Louisville Gas'te Elec759-4444
tric Co.'s 234,000 natural
Children's Tape
gas customers burned
759-4445
some 550 million cubic
feet of natural gas Sun- IRREGULAR bathday, compared with the
room wallboard, 4'x8'utility's old record of 528 $ 7 .95. Mid -South
million cubic feet,. Wholesale Buildtrig; 342
East Washington;
established Jan. 15, Paris; 642-2552.
1972.
JUDY Williams Tax
Consumption records Service Reasonable
rates. Call for an apwere approached, but
pointment. 436-2524 or
not broken, at East Ken-' 436-5496.
tucky Power
Cooperative, Western Kentucky Gas Co. and
Lose Weight
at Kentucky Power Co.
Quickly &

-Some Full-Figured Gals
Are Not What They Seem

DEAR TOO MUCH:' My mail
this week would bring joy to the
"Have Nots" who assume that
all gentlemen prefer bigbreasted women. Read -on:

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Equipment

FERGUSON front end
weights and set Of 4-14
plows. Call 753.2900 or
753-5702 after 5 pm.
2 2 . Musical

Bef
Dec
Nut
sip
del
shij
retu
hun
cliei
"rot',
759
app

27. hi

MIR
heat
built
lot,
Lynn
2888i

rrr
Ame:
horns
&a
frII
awni
well
wind(
Loc
Meai
For
call 7

BR,
appli
centr.
elect
windi
storaj
Fox.
after

row
BR,
china
fan,
front
condii
after

TZTV
studio='7
)
mno.
walnut with matching
bench: $800. Call. 437.
4439.
. 24. Miscellaneous
10 FT. black mesh. with
a Drake 240 remote
control receiver, a
Prosat 210 remote digi
tai motor drive, full
warranty. Installation
& taxes included, $1995
Contact Satellite Doc
for, 320 Tyson Ave.,
Paris, Tn. 901.642.0410.
#2 1 '2"x 4 x 8
SHEETROC1Z $4.25;
1/2"xex12' sheetrock
$ 6 2 5 . Mid South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington:
Paris; 642-2552.
2 PRACTICALLY new
studded F 70 14" tires &
wheels, 2 sets of
bunkbeds, 1 brand new
solid oak baby bed, 1
refrigerator, luggage
and handmade wood
craftwork. Call 759 4194.
A.GRADE comodes
white only $49.95 ea
Lots af plumbing
specials this week. Mid
South Wholesale; 342
East Washington;
Paris, 642 2552.
BEAUTY shop equip
ment; 4 Styling
stations, 4 hydraulic
chairs, 4 dryers. All
bought in August 1984.
Relocating. Must sell.
Call 1.623 8958 after
6p.m.
CAR batteries 36 mos.
guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74
series, $27.99 exchange. 6.0
.guarantea_
$37.99 exchange. Heavy
duty 27 series, 60 mos.
guarantee, $39.99 ex
change. Wallin Hard
ware, Paris, Tn.
FIREWOOD Oak &
hickory, $25 a rick.
Delivered & ricked up.
Call 4742329.
FIREWbOD for sale,
$25 a rick. Call -753-3244.
KEROSENE beaters,
7200 BTU $44.99, 9500
BTU 549.99, 12,300 BTU
$59.99. Wallin Hard
ware, Paris, Tn.
NOW finalry enjoy the
convenience of watch
ing up to 24 different
satellite channels on
more than 1
System includes 11 ft.
aluminum black mesh,
2 receivers, includes
taxes & installation,
$2200. Contact Satellite
Doctor, 320 Tyson Ave.,
Paris, Tn. 901-642,0410
O AK & hickory
firewood, $25 a rick
delivered. Call nights
436-2778.
O AK 11 hickory
firewood. You haul, $20
a rick. Call 437-4829.
SEASONED firewood
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods S30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
SEASONED oak
firewood. Also will do
tree trimming, remov
ing, and shaping
shrubbery. Call
753- 5476.
WHIRLPOOL microwave
oven with 700 watts cook
ing power, Only $4.50
week. Rudolph Goodyear.
753-0595.

C

A
Ci

25. Business Servicst
JbYCE Yoel Tax, Service Short forms still
$7.50. long forme 515
and up (includes
Federal
State) In
home service for
elderly or shut•ins. Call
489-2440 between 8a.m 8p.m. for appointment
or infqrmatInn

Cl
Hi

So

TUESDAY. JANUARY 22. 1%85

611-: 9

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
25. Business Services
MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled To Practice
Before The IRS. Bachelor
Degree in Accounting at
Murray State. 8 years of
experience preparing InBusiness. Partnership. and Corporate
returns. Low rates and
hundreds of satisfied
clients. Now preparing
'returns day or night cal
759-1425
for
an
appointment.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x80

HELBY, central
heat & air. Extra room
built on, garage & 1 acre
lot, partially furnished.
Lynn Grove area, 4892868 after 6p.m.

1977 2

BR 14 x 65
American Pride mobile
home. Has central heat
& air, stove & ref r I ge rator , nice
awnings. nice , carpet,
well insulated, storm
windows & undrpinnied.
Located in Fox
Meadows Trailer Ct.
For more information
call 759-1983.
1982 EL CONA 14x70. 2
BR, I bath, Whirlpool
appliances, fireplace.
central air & heat, low
electric bills, storm
windows, underpinned.
storage building. See in
Fox. ,Meadows. Call
after 6p.m. 759-1831.

5
4

2

1

1984 INDIES

14x64. 2
BR, partially furnished,
china cabinets, ceiling
fan, underpinning &
front porch. Excellent
condition. Cal
•759-1322
after 4p.m 753-3M7.

27. Mobile HOmes for Sale

32.

Apts . for Rent

12x85 2 BEDROOM, 2 TAKING applications
acres & barn. 1 mile for Section 8. Rent
north of Murray. Call Subsidised apt. 1, 2 or 3
753-4588 or 753-7837.
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky
28. Mobile MOMS for Rent' Equal '14 -oui'ing
Opportunity.
BEDROOM trailer,
gas heat, in Hardin. Call 33. • Rooms for Rent
7504417.
FFTENTIME rIT'o n--for
BR mobile home for girl,
next to campus, $75
rent, sale or trade, by
a month. Call 753-0329.
East school. Phone
!FURNISHED room for
753-5406 after 4p.m.
boys, private entrance,
I OR 3 BR, -"furnished, 16261/2
Hamilton. Call
AC/natural gas. Shady 438-5479
after 5p.m.
Oaks 753-5200.
near campus.
•'RIVIERA Courts, 641- N. ROOMS
Boys only. Call 753-5561.
Rental units as low as
$95 & up. Call 753-3280.
.34. Houses for Rent
TRAILER for rent. See 3 BEDROOM
house in
Brandon Dill. Dill's Murray. Call
753-5561.
Trailer Court. Must have
house in Stella,
references.
2 car garage-shop with
air compreskor, $275 a
32. Apts for Rent
month. Deposit re1 BR furnished apt., low quired. Call 759-4194
utilities. Call 753-3949.
10a.m.-7p.m.
1 DUPLEX apt., 2 BR, FEMALE wanted share
bath, central heat, air, house with two females.
washer/dryer hookup, Nice place, campus
stove, disposal. $200 very close, completely
deposit, $250 per month. furnished, with furnace.
Call 753-5400.
Call 753-4101.
BEDROOM furnished ROW available on a
apt. 16191/2 Farmer month to month rental:
Ave. $180. + deposit. 3 BR house with central
753-0430.
gas heat, $225. Call
BR Olive St. I BR near Century 21, Loretta
MSU. Adults, no pets, Jobs Realtors 753-1492,
lease • deposit. Call -ask for Pam.
753-9208 after 4p.m.
FURNISHED, 2 BR 37. Livestock-Supplies
apts. Newly decorated, 4 JERSEY bulls, range
wall to wall carpet. from 4 months- 61/2
Phorle 753-4494.
month old. Also, '74
COUPLE of female Ford LTD. Call 436-5844.
graduate students will FESCUE Hay. 125 bales,
share a 3 BR house near $1.50 each. Call 753-7497.
MSU and downtown.
753-6577 or call collect 38. Pets-Supplies
443-1071 for Kathy.
AKC registered BritNEW super efficient one tany
Spaniel pups,
BR log apartment. 3 orange
on white, from
miles east of town. Priv- excellent
hunting stock.
ate road. Call 753-8848.
Serious hunter
NICELY furnished 1 BR preferred. 2 males,
$150
apartment Inquire, at each. Call Jotillnie
100 S. 13th St.
Oliver 522-7650.
a.

nRICIC

Place Your Classified
AcrOss Kentucky
for just

$99
(20 words)
$5 per word charge for more than 20 words
The Kentucky Statewide Classified
allows your classified advertisement to appear
in Kentucky Press Association
member newspapers throughout the
Commonwealth. Start Your Classified Today!
Contact
The Murrell
Ledger & Times
753-1916

KENTUCKY
STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED
PROGRAM

Classified Ad Form

38. Pets-Supplies

49

DOG obedience &
boarding inside c6vered
runs. AKC German
Shepherd and AKC
Australian Cattle Dogs,
436-2858$
IfEtTrfrE RED German Shepherd pumies.
8 weeks old, $50 each.
Call 759-1893 or 753-0123.

1965 VOLKSWAGON, re
built motor, sacrifice at
$475 Call 753-0594

4 3.

Real Estate

7 room, central heat
and air, large garage.
real nice lot on
blacktop. Only $50,000
2 BR., 1 bath, large
basement, electric &r
wood heat, 75)(155 lot
$22,500
3 BR, 2 bath, 30x32
basement. Good lot &
neighborhood in the city. $30,000
Build your own home
on this 2 acre plus lot
in the county on
blacktop. Priced at
$5.000
Wilson Realty
302 N. 12th
Ph. 753-3263 or
Home 753-5086

Used Cars

BANK o? Murray & Fm
H.A. repossessed properties. Other listings,
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th 43t.
753-8146 or Ron Talent 1978 INTERNATIONAL
conventional 350 cum753-9894.
rOR sale, by owner,, mens engine, recent
overhaill. 1975 Fruehuf
vacant lot &- rental
42' reefer, ribbed
property across from
aluminum floor, kernMurray Fire Dept. on
lite walls. 436-2837.
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
1980 Chevrolet 1 ton
truck. PS, PB, new
44. Lots for Sale
rebuilt motor, 4 speed.
S5.5 ACRES completely 5th wheel
hook-up,,and 2
fenced & in good pas- ft. metal
grain sides
ture 6 miles from Good condition.
Will sell
Murray on paved road. for pay
off. Phone
Stocked fish ponds & 753-0789.
beautiful building sites
1980 CHEVROLET
Call 753-2280.
SiI verado pick up, red,
short wheelbase, steps46. Homes for Sale
ide bed, body lowered 6
HANrE house must sell. inches;•
Crager mags,
4 -BR. 2 bath, den with white lettered tires, ac,'
kitchen, living, extra ps, pb, am-fin. 8 track.
roam,
•-kitehen - rus out piribtrIpirtg -and
and ,carport. Frame taillights, $5,500. Call
split level on 3 acres, 642-7062.
south of Almo com- 1981 JEEP CJ-7. -hardmunity, 5 minutes from top. black/silver, 34,
Murray. $43.000. Ca:1 000 miles. Laredo
day 753-1934 night 753- package, excellent
1861.
condition. $6500. Call
1- BR brick, large kit- 753-9262.
chen/ dining. great
room/fireplace, 2 bath, 5 1 . Campers
double garage, - 197117 FT.
Nomad
workshop, acre,. lot. 1 trailer camper,
good
mile north of `Murray. condition. $1200. Call
Priced to sell! Call 753-6259.
• 759-4588 or 753-7637.
53. Services Offered
47. Motorcycles
•
for 6
us
1983 YAMAHA IT 175 1 . See
mile south on 121, 8 to 5, .special tiny tot:
.packages.
753-5433.
•
753 8298
1984 YAMAHOPPER
e
e
CARTER STUDIO
moped. low mileage, in • CA
S
excellent shape. Asking
w 300 MAIN ST 50111 8.
$349. Call 753-9642 after
us I North 3rd Entrance
6p.m.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore.
48. Auto Services
Westinghouse.
'COOD reconditioned
Whirlpool. 22 years
batteries, guaranteed,
experience. Parts and
$15. Call 753-3711.
-service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's Appliance Ser4 9 . Used Carsvice, 202 S. 5th St
1950 FORD, has good Business 753-4872. 436tires,
re runs good, $500 or 5848 (home).
best offer. Call 753-7629.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
1969 DATSUN 2000 Factory authorized for
Roadster convertible,. 5 Tappan, Kelvinator and
speed. Excellent Brown, Service on gas
mechanical condition. and electric ranges.
Call 759-1933 after 5p.m.
microwaves. dish washers.
TrtgeYtofiet&: Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
!AVE'S Cleaning
Windows & Carpets.
residential & commercial. Call 9a.m.-10p.m
436-2845. If no , answer
e all 436-58'36. Free
Estimates.
DILL Electric is now rewinding electric motors
Call 753-9104.
sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate- for
your needs.
GENERAL HOMF
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973.
,nights 04-2276.

rrNCE

Professional
Stump Removal
Service
Call 474-2774
or 474-2741

18 Words -1 day $3.25
3 days $4.25
6 days $6.75

27 Words - 1 day $4.88
3 days $5.88
6 days $6.88

Make Check or Money Order payable to the Ledger
Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Phone

Times.

Classified Ads may be Telephoned in during Normal Working
Hours 8 AM - 5 PM Monday Thru Friday, 8 AM - 12 Noon
Saturday.753-1916 - 753-1917.

Services

Offered

THOMAS ELECTRONIC
SATELLITE SERVICE REPAIR & SALE

1976 CUT-LASS
Hwy.94 at Lynnville. Ky.
Supreme, red with white
$1,ISO and up
interior. Call after
6p.m. 43.104354.
502-382-2823
M77 NOVA, 6 cylinder'
automatic, ps. pb. -air, LICENSED Electrician
nice car. Call 759-4418 for residential and
after 5p.m.
commercial. Heating
1979 COU.CAR XR-7. and air condition, gas
70.000 miles. $2950 Call installation and repair.
753-6104 after 5p.m.
• Phone 753-7203.
1980 BUICK 'Regal 'NEED home repairs'?
Limited, white/gold, Remodeling? No job too
tilt, cruise, plug; seats, small
Carpentry,
p.s. pb..air Call masonry, plumbing,
753-1412
' until 6p.m.
glass replacement,
1982 CADILLAC Seville painting. Call 44.2557."
Elegante, 4 door, 37,000. NEED work on your
Call 753-9240
trees? Topping, prun
4 1982 OLDS Regency. 4 ing, shaping, complete
dr. Extra nice, lots of removal and more. Call
extras. $5,950. Call 753- B OVER'S TREE
4575 after 6p.m.
SERVICE for Pro
1984 BUICK Century fessional tree care.
Limited 4 dr sedan, 753-0338.
fully loaded. Call after ODD job specialist,
5p.m. & weekends 753- ceiling tans, electrical,
5289.
plumbing, fencing. You
79 MONTE Carlo. both name it, I do it. You
engine & body in excel- buy, I install. You
lent condition, good break, I fix. Call 436
tires, am-fm radio. - rear 2868.
defog. Asising $4100, will P
AINT
take best offer. Call pap'erh ING
anging,
753-9642 after 6p.m.
commercial- re80 CUTLASS. loaded. sidential.
Free. es
'83 Regal. Must sell. timates.
keferencek 25
Phone 753-0729.
yrs. experience.
Tremon Farris 759 1987.
50. Used -Trucks

To have your ad inserted into.the paper. Fill in the form below
and mail to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071

53

ROOFING, Plumbing
Siding, Additions
Painting, General Car
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
753 - 8628
Free
Estimates.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Industrial.
home and commercial
38 yrs. -experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken
mete Barnhill, 753 1674.
Stella, Ky.
THWEATTS Alterna
torippnerator & Starter
Service (rebuilt
re
paired) Route 41, Almo
K Y, 42020
Shop
(502)7538742

e

STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE
No damage to sur
rounding law n

rree nittrnate4
.114rr Nood
733-0211

53. Services Offered
JOINER'S Tree Ser
vice. 30 years ex
perience. Also bucket
truck for hire. Call
753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references

Aluminum
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Molloy,
733.0489
WET BASEMENT. We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, grayel, fill sand.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING
•

Free Estimates
759-1983

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
*FREE ESTIMATES*

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears ,753-2310 for free
estimate.
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.

Jack Glover
753-1873

53

Services Offered

HAROLD'S Tree Set
vice. Topping, cutting,
trimming, etc
Also,
clean up work, shrubb
cry & over grown areas
Fast, dependable ser
vice - Insured For tree
estimates call 437 4607.
INITIATION blown in
by Sears TVA ap
proved Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Barn Posts
*Fence Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

TLC
We

clean

everything

with

Industrial Drive
Murray, Ky.
Phone 759-1099

TENDER, LOVIN
CARE
Carpets

DRY

cleaned.

New

machine,

only

one in

this area

759-9754 •
759-1834

J,to
Vi.00I, any
4 long & i2 diameter 4
miS of II Jrrn:.
75:;,9::r);

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•••
••0•••••

OERY•

PS
•
•
• CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
• & CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIE.NCE
•
CABINETS & RAISED PANEL 01:30
• SOLID WOOD
Birth • Oak •
Walnut • Cherry
•
GUNCASES • MANTLES • 8001(cASES
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANMES
CUSTOS, BUILT FURNITURE &
"FURNITURE REFINISHING
•compaTITIVi PRICES
• Deese By A sa•
Our Display
•

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 307 50
Opened
Today
307.25
Down
.25

AUCTION
**TRUCKS*TRA

Services Offered

53

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6 24.
Opened
Today
6 28
Up
.04

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVEk CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
753-7113
We buy Gold, Silver A. Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday

BINESItyrs

THURSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1985
AM.-REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
BOB BOWLJN, JACK THOMPSON,
LEWIS EDWARDS
BENTON, KENTUCKY

1000

SALE LOCATION: The West Side Of Benton, Ky.
At The Jackson Purchase Parkway Toil Booth,
Take Hwy. 348 North West 2 Mlles To Sale Mel
SIGNS POSTED?!

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE?!
BANK LETTERS A MUST?!
TRACTORS-John Doers, 4440, C&A, 1218 HOWL
Quad Range,20.8:36 Duals,2 Hyd. Valves,Quick Hitch,
Weights, S.N.042154R "Reel Nice"•John owe ageo,
C&A,Quad Range, 20.11x38 Duals,2 Hyd. Valves, Quick
Hitch, Weights, S.N. 006821R, "Reel Nice"• AC 7000
Del., 1033 Hrs.. Factory Canopy, 20.8 Duals, 3 14yd.
Valves. Weights,S.N.2.43191CPRisellilos". • COMBINES-John Deere 0620 Hydrostatic, 216 Flex
Platfoon, Chopper, Loaded,8.14.-403367'"Resi Nice"•
John Deere 643 Corn Head,"Nice"•Combine Hastier
Trailer.
TRUCKS-1979 Chevy 70 Series, 5 & 2 Transmission,
427 Engine, Power Steering, Sirloin Thousand Actual
Miles, With Fontaine Spreader Bed wiTwin Fen, "Reel
Mos"•1967 Ford 1 Ton ertfltael Bed "Reel Clean".
FIELD EQUIPMENT-John Doors 230 Hyd. Fold 21'
Disc wHarrow "Ulu, New"•John were 220 comer
Fold 19' Disc WHarrow "Reel Nice"•John Deere 7100
Ph/teems 6 Row Ranter, WHerbicide Boxes, No TM
Coulters, Been, Corn & Milo Cups, 'LIM New"•John
Deere 1006 PuN Type Rotary Cutter,"Like New"•John
Deere 400 Grain Carl "Ulm New"•AC 333-11 Row No
7111 Planter, "Roller Chain
o"•Two-13 Tine 3 Point
Chisel Plows w/Gauge Wheels•INC 1835 Row Narrow
Danish Tine Cultivator."Like New"•John Deere 6'Pull
TYP•00tilrY CuttersSig Oir- 3 Point Blade•Set Of
400 Galion Poly Saddle Torts & Racks w/Pump & Regulator•40-3 Point Hyd. Fold Spray Boom•M.P. Sete"
3 Point Plow•1200 Galion Poly Nurse Tank•4000 Gallon Fuel Tank wiPurnp•John Deere A150Specs Heater.
For infer/mean: Evenings Contact
Sob Bowfin, 5024274607
Or Jack Thompson, 502-627-3030
TRACTORS-INC 1066,4 Post, T.A. Dual Shaft, 18.4:38
Duals, Weights, 2 Hyd. Velem, S.N. U015667. "Runs
Good"•IHC 1086,CM,T.A. Dual Shaft, 18.4:39 Duels,
Weights, 2 Hyd. Valves, S.N. 069207, "Runs Good-•
Ford 3000 Diesel,Power Steering,Spin Out Wheels, Remote Valve, S.N. C225110"Runs Good"•Case 580 CK
Diesel, Bac.khoe & Loader, S.N. 111168062,"Rune GoodNeedsSome Renoir".
COMBINE-MC 915 Hydrostabc Diesel Corn & Soybean SDOC1111, C&A,820-17.5 Platform w Flosing Culler
Bar, Chopper, S.N. UO2S312, "Rune Good"•INC 943
Corn Heed.
TRUCKS-1972 Chevy wOrain Bed & Hoist,542 Transmission, 427 Engine, "Good"• 1968 Chevy wOrain
Bees Hoist•1968 Chevy es/Green lied,2 Speed•1976
Chevy 20Series Sconsdele 4 Wheel Drive, V6, Automatic,Power & Air.
FIELD EQUIPMENT-Two-MC 56-11 Tine 3 Point
Chissi Plows•INC 5110-5)116" On Land Plow•INC 49021' Hyd. Fold Disc•Tufillne II' Hyd. Fold Disc WHarrow•John Deere 8 Row Narrow No TIN Planter•ACID
Wheel Disc•Brillion 12' Cultimuicher•Set Of 400 Galion Chem Farm Stabilseb.,Saddle Tanks • Ford 515
Sickle Mower w'r Bar•Ford 6-3 Point Rotary Cutler
• Stock Troller • 300 Galion Fuel Tank •Portobis 3
Horse AK Compressor•Lincoln 225 Weider.
For information Contort
Lewis Edwards 5024274901
FROM THE ESTATE OF D. J. MURCHISON
John Deere 4520,2753 Actual Hrs.,2 Hyd. Valves,Quick
Hach, Ms., S.N. 006.193R "Reel Nice"•U Fennell•A
John Desna•Coss 600 Combine wilotti Heads,"Very
Clean"•New Holland 315 Twine Baler, "Las New"•
New Holland 56 Rake•John Deere 38 Mower•Ford
Poet Hole Digger *John Deere 464 Mentor•New Ides
17 Manure Spreader•John Deere 960-10' Cultimuicher
•John Deere 12' AW Diec•Cases' Wheel Disc•John
Deere 16:7 DAR wiles/dor • John Deere -12504x16"
Plow•John Omni 22 Hay Conditioner•Sam Mulkey
36' Hey & Corn Elevator•John Deere 3 Section Spike
Tooth Harrow•Two-4 Wheel Wagons•3Point Sprayer
•Several Farm Gales • INI Chevy Grain Truck w'2
Speed•1977 Ford Maverick, Auto-Mstic, 4 Door•300
Gallon Fuel Tank whisewed Pump.
INC 315 Gas Combine, Cab, 14' Platform, 3 Row Corn
Heed•John Deere 110-14' Wheel Disc
Dent' Miss This Onel/ '
Each And Every Place Selling Al Absolute Auction'',
BRING YOUR TRUCKS AND TRAILERS!! James R
Cash Loader Tractor Available Alto Chirp!!
.
V.

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER P. REAL ESTATE BROKER
AirM KENTUCKY
or i:i0.1 p 62 I 6388
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AUCTION
224 ACRES ± ** FARM MACHINERY

SATURDAY, JANUARY 26, 1985
10:00 A.M. - REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

MR.& MRS.ROBERT DAVID BARKER
COTTAGE GROVE, TENN.
SALE LOCATION: From Paris, Tenn Take
Hwy. 69 North 12 Miles To Hwy 140 And
The "Canter Community". Proceed West 2.5 Miles
To Sale Site!! SIGNS POSTED!!
4 Acres a.Of North West Nanny Co. Tenn FormTwo Homes And Improvements. 13 Miles North West0
Parls, Tenn. On The Bethany Church And Old Hays
Store Road.
Farm Being Offered In Three Tracts Individually Reserving The Right To Regroup.
Adopting The Highest Sale Price.
TRACT 1-96 Acres a Of Good Farm Land, improvements Consist Of A Modernized Form Home A Good
Well, A 12 Crate Farrowing House With Nursery. A
48'148' Pole Barn With Concrete 'Floor Partitioned For
Feeding Floor, A 4.000 Bushel Grain Bin With Unloading Auger, And A 30-140- Tool Shed There is Road
Frontage Along The Bethany Church Rd.
TRACT * 2-88 Acres a Of Good Farm Land Improvements Consist Of A Modernized Farm Horne With A
Good Well And Out Buildings The Land is In A High
SUMO Of Cultivation, Lays Well And htes Road Frontage
Along Both Sides Of The Bethany Church Rd
TRACT. 3-40 Acres a Of Good Open Farm Land That
Is Located On The Downey Rd Which Is. .-Mile From
he Main Farm Horne. There Is A Small Wooded Area
Has Some Marketable Timber
As A Whole The Entire Farm Has Had A Great Deal of
is In The Past Few Years using Very Good Farming
AlfImprovements Are in A Good State Of Reir And The Land Is In A High State Of Cultivation
ng To The Henry County ASCS For 1985 There
A 52.6 Acre Corn Base And A 128.9 Acre Wheat Base
At The Present The Farm Has 55 Acres Of Wheat Growrwsi
FARM EQUIPMENT
Case 1070 Dsi Tractor. 1350 Hours. 2 Hyd Valves. Wts..
"Real Nice"•John Deere 6620 Hydrostatic Combine. 4
Wheel Mud Hog Assist. 1900 Hrs.. Monitors. 30 5-32
Rubber. Chopper, 216 Flex Platform. And J D 444 Corn
Heed Bought New This Season, -The Complete Outfit
Is Very Nice-•AC 11 Row No Tin 333 Planter 74 Series
Units With miffs. Chain Drive. Monitor Used One Season-• M.F. 135 Dsi:-Troctor•INC 475-14 Wheel Disc
• Bush Hog 7* Putt Type Rotary Cutter •6 - 3 Point
Blade•INC 480 - 31 Wing Disc•130 Gallon Fuel Tank
w Pump•Several Farm Gates• Parr Of 208 Tires &
Tubes •.Two- Horneltte Chain Saws•5 Horse Portable
AN Compressor•High Pressure Washer •60 Bushel
• • Feeder • Twelve - Yorkshire Arid Duroc Cross
Open Gilts And Two Bred Gins • 1969 Chevy Grain
ruck w Hoist & 2 Speed.
For Pre-Sale Inspection Contact George Shankie
Paris. Tenn. Participating Real Estate Broker
Phone 901-644-1737 Days, Or
9014429297 Evenings
AGENTS AVAILABLE TO SHOW THE FARM ANYTIME"

TERMS ON REAL ESTATE
15% Down Day Of Sale. Balance Due
Within 30 I s

JAMES R. CASH
The AUCTIONEER a REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KY
i5021 623 8466 OR (502) 623-6388
Tenn Firm 1106 Tenn Lic '930
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES
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Kentucky News in Brief

OBITUARIES
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Outland rites
are today

Boss" Browns rites today

Services for Mrs.
Jewell•Lovins Outland
are today at 1 p.m. in
the-- ehapel-- ofBlalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Priestly Scptt, ie. Of
ficiating: The song service is by singers from
the Green Plain Church
of Christ with" Walter
Lee Steely as leader.
Pallbearers are Max
McClure, Mike Lovins,
Charles Blalock, Elmer
Collins. Joe Scott. and
_Nelson Blalock.
Burial will follow in
the Barnett Cemetery.
Mrs. Outland, 74, Rt.
8. died Saturday at 5:45
p.m. at her home. Her
husband, Elmus L.
Outland: died March 22.
1971.
-She- is survived by
three sons, Joe Outland.
andJames Outland.

The funeral for James by Murray Lodge No.
F. +Bassi Brown will be - 105 Free and Accepted
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in Masons at 7 p.m.
the chapel of the Max tonight.
Churchill Funeral
Mr. Brown. 83, died
_ _
Horn
Monday at 9:10 a.m. at
Dr. Walter E. his home, 506 South 13th
Mischke. Jr.. and the St.
Rev. Jack Jones will ofHe is survived by his
ficiate.- '• Mrs-.- Oneida "Wile; Ws: Fannie
White will be organist Alderson Brown; one
and soloist.
'son, Max Brown and
Pallbearers will , be wife, Myrtle, Memphis,
Charles Outland,James -Tenn.; two brothers,
Chaney. Mike Finley, Aaron Brown, MemMyron Culp, Wilton phis, and Charles
Holland and Aubrey Brown. Mississippi;
Steeley,
three grandchildren,
Burial will follow in Denise Brown and Kim
th.e •Murray City Brown, Austin, Texas.
Cemetery..
and Kerry Brown.
_Friends may call Sevierville. Tenn; three
from 4 to 8 p.m. today .great-grandchildren,
(Tuesday I at the Edward, James and
funeral. home.- Masonic Matthew Brown.
rites will be conducted Sevierville.

Charles L. Outland. Rt.
5. one sister, Mrs. Annie
Lovins Woodruff; three
brothers. Norman.
Charlie and Hafford
Lovins: six grandchildren. Jeff, Melissa.
,Steve. Sher Land Judy
Outland and Jan
McKeeli. one _greatgrandchild. John Cu,rtis
Mc-KeeL-- •

Rivalries
of services
are studied
NEW YORK AP ) - To
impiov.e budget control
_ and smooth Over
rivalries among branches of the service, a
group of expePts has
recommended broad
• changes in The
military structure. including ,increasing the
powers of the chairman
of the _Joipt Chiefs of
-Staff, - according to a
published report today.
The advice came-from
a panel that included
several, members of
Congress who are influential on .military
matters, following an
18-month_ study of _the
American military
operation, The New
York Times said.
According to the
report, rivalries among
the. Army. "Navy, _ Air

HOSPITAL
RENOVATION COMPLETED Mayfield Community Hospital just this week announced the completion of a $900.0011 renovation
project at the hospital. Above,-one of the two nursing stations which was completely redone is
shown. In addition to the nurses stations, one
wing of the second floor was completely redone
to accommodate 12 private rooms and- 15 seniiprivate rooms. Nursing Supervisor Jan Dublin
R.N. is shown below standing in one of the
recently remodeltd rooms, which now feature
private bathrooms. "We now have a completely
redone-coronary emir-Waiting room, we've also
--installed new Tarpeting and new wallpaper:"
said Diane Reese. public relations director for
the hospital. Funding for the project was made
possible through the Hospital Corporation of
Ainerica.
Staff photon by Re.ln Bowden

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
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FRANKFORT,, Ky. (AP - The Kentucky
chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. bidding to increase 4ond-raising from its
Reada-Thon program for schoolchildren, has
Final rites for Porter
selected Alice McDonald as honorary chairman
Shaw are today at 1 p.m;
of the-program.
-in the chapel of the Max
Mrs McDonald is state schools superintendent
Churchill Funeral
and it is hoped Or support "will increase
Home.
significantly the number of schools . par-- The. Rev. Layne
ticiciating" in the Ftead-a-Thon. Elizabeth Slnith,
Shanklin is officiating.
the chapter president, said following Monday's
Mrs. Oneida White is
announcement.
organist and soloist.
In the 1983-84 school year, about 2.500 children
Active pallbearers
In grades 2-8-at 118 schools participated in the
are Jim McNeely,
program. Ms. Smith said. They read more than
David Hopkins, Larry
28,000 books and raised more than $52,000, M.
Cherry, Tim Ross, Pat
Smith said.
- Ross, Bobby Ross. L.A.
Children participating in the program recrttit
sponsors who pledge to" pay a small amount for
Travis and Kenny
Travis... •
each book the child reads: Reading material is Honorary pallbearers
selected by the groups taking part.
are Hershel Robertson,
---Pershan Mitchuson, BilFRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP i - A hearing on the
discrimination charges filed by employees of the
ly Wham Robert Ross,
Kentucky Commission on Human Rights has
Rex Chadwick and Tom
been postponed indefinitely.'
Ed Travis..
Arthur "Dutch" Hatterick. executive director
Burial will follow in
the Elm Gr.ove
of the state Personnel Board, said Monday the
Cemetery.
employees sought the delay after they changed
Mr. Shaw, 74, Hardin,
lawyers. Hatterick said the hearings will- be'
died Saturday at 11:55
rescheduled, probably within 60 days.
a.m; at the Marshall
A preliminary hearing had-been scheduled for
County Hospital, Bentoday with the full hearing on Jan. 30.
ton. He had been a
The 'employees, who are black or feMale,
lock man for the Corps of
allege that the commission has used-a variety of
Engineers.
discriminatory hiring and employment prac-,
He is survived by his
tices, primarily in its Louisville office. '
wife, Mrs. Vina Hicks
---Shaw; two sisters, Miss
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP - An 18-year-old _inHazel Shaw and Miss
Mate who was fOund hanging by a bedsheet in his
Docie Shaw, Hardin;
cell at the Jefferson County jail apparently comSeveral nieees and
mitted suicide, said Jefferson County Deputy
Coroner LLoyd Workman.
nephews including Mrs.
.
Carl Green and Ricky
-Timothy Russell of.LOuisville died of asphyxiaShaw.
tion_Sunday. because of.hanging-said_Wnek Man
..
An autopsy was scheduled'Monday by state
Medical Examiner George Nichols- Jr:
Louisville police Detective Gary Mason said
Russell had been in the jail since Dec. 21 when he
was arrested -and -charged with rape, robbery
and.burglary. Russell was found hanging by a bedsheet in his
Graveside rites for
HOPKINSVILLE. Ky. IAPI - The trial of a - -cell shortly before-7:p.m and was declared dead
Mrs. Geneve Wells Hopkinsville man charged with
at Humana Hospital University about 30 minutes
Sexually abusing
Banks will be Wednes- two children at a day-care
later, Mason said. He was alone in the cell,
center his wife
day at 3 p.m.at the Mur- operated has been-delayed.
ray City Cemetery.
The trial of Charles Raymer. indicted on one
.The Rev. Paul. count of spdo_my and
two counts of sexual abuse.
.B runstet-te r ,of was postponed Monday
until Feb. 20 after his atOw-ensboro will torneys asked for a delay.
The alleged incidents
Wednesday Is
officiate.
involved children who were 2 and 4 at the time.
Visitation will be from. Christian 'Circuit Judge- Tom Soyars
1 to 3 p.m. Wednesday at granted a'motion permitting
Raymer to return to
the J.H. Churchill his home. He had been free on
a $110,000 bond
Funeral Home.
since last suMiner, but confined to his mother's
The family requests hOme under the terms
of. his release.
that expressions of symAssistant- Commonwealth's Attorney John
pathy--be--In the form -of Atkins- bbjected to the motionb
ecause. Raymer's
donations to the Dr. wife still operates the day-care
center at their
Rainey T. Wells home.
12 Years or Younger
Scholarship Fund at
lien_Fleleher_Rayrner's_attorney. showed The
No Sitting Fee
-M-u'rri'y St
te judge some letters of'support signed by parents
'University.
Special Packages
who have children staying at the. day-care
Mrs. Banks, 59 ood- centes.
Special Prices
ford -Ave., Owen oro,'
Soyars also said he would permit videotapes of
died Monday mornfng at the childrens' testimony_ to
be used in.The
her Mine.
_.'provided he was,satisfied with an intervie
9 5 By Appointment Only 753-0035
w he
She is surviveii
piar1iit4l7to conduct.
three 'grandsons, GOrt
don Rainey Banks., Jr.,
and Gregory Banks,
Aspen, Colo., and Grainger Banks, Europe;
one sister, Mrs. Laurine
Wells Lovett,
OwenSborb; one
brother, 0.Stum WeIls
Omaha, Neb.; several
nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Banks
rites will be
Wednesday'

TOT'S
DAY

Janus", 22. 11441.1
kentucky thirehn.e Arra JiIiin Market
Report Include. Ii Ku:tine %NWT.
Receipt.: ill. '392
Itarro..t
A 1.411.6
loner son. i no 1 no
higher
S I 2 2111 250 lb,
11.414.7141 Woo
4.onie 541.2.1
I 4 2 UM 2141 lbs.
%.441..101 is
\ 2 3 210 27.4'
31444.144i 14,5o
'I 5 2 4 041 211 Ib..
5441.1444 19.1111
\
I • 1-2 Vol 1341
% 1 3 31111 COI lb.
'
04 I 44.144-34*
4 • I 3 3014.41.NI/
t 3 3411131141
Roar. $31.011 33.1111

We can remove stumps up
lo 20 below ihe ground
43S 4343 or 435 4319
We Now Haul PO &rowel
-

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts'

BEglky'S 02)
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER. HWY. 641 W
Phone 753-4025, Hours- Mon. -Sm. WO, Syn. 12-6

CA.01

.Safety Salt
10 Lb

LEXINGTON. Ky. I AP - Ed Logsdon.a field
representatiVe for U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford of
Kentucky. has resigned to spend more time with
his family. it was announced.
Logsdon. who was former Sen. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston's state campaign director last fall.
cited family obligations and a desire to pursue
-other interests in his letter of resignation. .
"As you know. I have just spent the past 10
months in a position that required extensive time•
away -from' home and my family." Logsdon said
In his letter.
•
"Frankly. the increasing workload that the
time and travel demands of this new position are
more than I anticipated. In order to put my family"first. I must resign my position." Logsdon
said.
Logsdon began work as a Lexington-based
field representative last December for Ford
following 1-luddleston's unsuccessful re-election
bid.
He is a former executive director of the Kentucky County Judges Association and was a
former Edmonson County jud_ge-executive.
_
LEXINGTON, Ky. i AP)- Five University of
Kentucky faculty members and a student have
received Fulbright Awards to study and lecture
overseas for 1984-85, the school announced.
The program promotes international-scholarship and is funded by the U.S. Information Agency. Participants receive a stipend to cover
travel, research and living expenses.
•
Kenneth Coleman. associate professor in the
political science department and director of
UK's Latin American Studies Program, is
teaching and doing research at Simon Boliver
University in Caracas, Venezuela.
David A. -Kravitz, assistant professor of
psychology, is teaching at the University of .
Freiburg in West Germany. Education professor Pentti Teraslinna plans to
return to Finland this year to conductresearch_
Gary Shannon, a geography professor, will
travel to England and West Germany to collect
data on physician office-relocation patterns.
_Ernnornicq a cistaM--professor Michael Webbis-conducting research in Costa: Rica On commercial policies in regard to imports and exports.
Graduate student Gail Gonzalez of Lexington
will travel to Buenos'Aires. Argentina in April to
conduct doctoral -research Into the works of an
Argentine writer.

Hog market

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
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Porter Shaw s
funeral rites
today. chapel

Artcraft Photography

high budgets, poor combat readiness and a lack
• of coordination in
- operations.

_
Industrial Average
Air Products..
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Cho %ler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
-Ford
G.A.F. •
General Motors
GenCorp: Inc.
-Goodrieh - -Goodyear
Home Health - Care
I.R.M.
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1978 Chevrolet Camaro

Bag

99°

47,0 0
'ZS=

T-Top,. p.s., p.b., or. outomotr.

$3,577

The Ledger & Times will
publish its third annual Profile
section on February 28th.
Profile is designed to allow
each Murray business to be
represented through ads (at a
special low rate) and news
stories.
Profile will be distributed to
every Murray household and will
be available for visitors at the
Chamber of Commerce.
Don't be left out.
Call today to be included in the
extra special edition.

Murray Ledger
& Times
Advertising
753-1916
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